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“In an economy where the only certainty is uncertainty, the one sure source of lasting 

competitive advantage is knowledge.” - Nonaka (2007) 
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Abstract	   
There is a paradox in the literature where the amount of cross-border M&As are increasing, 

even though there is a high volume of unsuccessful cross-border M&As. According to 

researchers, it can be due to lack of knowledge regarding the knowledge transfer process. 

Therefore, this study aims to grasp the technological knowledge transfer process and how 

enablers and constraints influence it during the post-acquisition phase. To fulfil the aim, data 

was collected through a qualitative case study where eight interviews were held with managers 

and non-managerial employees that had an important role in the studied technological 

knowledge transfer process. In addition, case documents were provided by the case company 

and a site visit was conducted. The results indicate that the technological knowledge transfer 

process is complex and dynamic, making it difficult to distinguish different phases as they 

overlap. The results also show that the technological knowledge transfer process is influenced 

by certain enablers and constraints, which in turn either facilitate or challenge the process. 

However, the enablers and constraints can vary depending on if the perspective of the sender- 

or receiver of knowledge is applied. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background  
In the fast-changing business world, the era of globalization and technology development has 

expediently contributed to the popularity of cross-border M&As (Botha, et al., 2014; Shimizu et 

al., 2004). Hence, companies have the prime objective of growing profitably (Gupta, 2012), either 

internally or externally (Ghosh & Das, 2003; Sherman, 2005). To achieve internal growth, 

organizations usually engage in strategic alliances, joint ventures, or franchising, compared to 

external growth that can be achieved by engaging in cross-border M&As (Ghosh & Das, 2003; 

Sherman, 2005). The latter is increasingly used as a strategy for entering new markets (Mantravadi 

& Reddy, 2007; Sherman, 2011), diversifying business portfolios, gaining competitive strengths 

(Gupta, 2012), and gaining competence to become more competitive in the marketplace 

(Mantravadi & Reddy, 2007). Thus, cross-border M&As are a faster growth strategy than internal 

growth, as organizations get instant access to new markets, technology, operations and knowledge 

(Sudarsanam, 1995). According to Nicholson and Salaber (2013) this is an indication that cross-

border M&As are a contemporary issue that affects many companies, and the more typical cross-

border M&As become, the more important it is to establish successful cross-border M&A 

procedures (Sudarsanam, 1995).  

However, despite its popularity, the performance of many cross-border M&As has been 

disappointing. Bresman et al. (2010) argue that we have gone from an industrial age, in which the 

most important resource was capital, into an era in which the most critical resource is knowledge. 

According to Björkman et al. (2007), the post-acquisition performance of acquiring firms fails to 

surpass or tend to be poorer than non-acquiring firms. Scholars (e.g Björkman et al., 2007; 

Bresman et al., 1999; Harzing et al., 2011) argue that cross-border M&As may fail due to different 

enablers and constraints that can facilitate or challenge the process. According to researchers 

(Ahammad et al., 2016; Bresman, et al., 1999; Pablo & Javidan, 2009; Szulanski, 2000; Öberg & 

Tarba, 2013), there is a need for an efficient system of knowledge transfer as it can create value 

and synergies. Moreover, Grant (1996) argues that knowledge, and the manner in which the 

knowledge is transferred within cross-border M&As, can lead to unique capabilities that are 

essential for competitive advantages. Transferring knowledge within an organization requires 

both a sender and a receiver (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995) and according to Gupta and 

Govindarajan (1991), it is in most cases the headquarters (HQ) of an organization that has the role 

of sending knowledge to its subsidiaries. This can be a challenging process as tensions can arise 
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due to HQ’s power of controlling its subsidiaries through knowledge flows. There are situations, 

according to Gammelgaard and Kumar (2016), where managers at the subsidiary level have goals 

that are different from the goals set by the HQ due to a strive to gain an own subsidiary identity, 

creating additional conflict between HQ and its subsidiaries. Yet, HQ is usually the part with most 

power. However, Zhang and Stening (2013) argue that despite the reasons behind a cross-border 

M&A, and the enablers and constraints that may arise due to HQ and subsidiary tension, the 

expected outcome depends greatly on the post-acquisition integration and how the transition is 

managed in order to create optimal value.  

1.2 Problem discussion  
Even though cross-border M&As have played a significant role in the marketplace in terms of 

numbers and volume, the academic research on this type of strategic action has not kept pace with 

the changes in the marketplace (Aklamanu et al., 2015; Pablo & Javidan, 2009; Yahiaoui et al., 

2016; Yuen et al., 2017). Bauer et al. (2016) further claim that the understanding and the insight 

of the phenomenon is lacking. Current literature (e.g. Aklamanu et al., 2015; Reus et al., 2016; 

Weber et al., 2014; Yahiaoui et al., 2016) state that there is a paradox where the number of cross-

border M&As increases even though the volume of unsuccessful cross-border M&As is 

continuously high. The high failure rate of cross-border M&As can be explained by the lack of 

understanding different cultures (Bauer et al, 2016),  the lacking expertise of creating new joint 

management teams who works together to achieve organizational goals (Very & Schweiger, 

2001), an insufficient integration strategy of the cross-border M&A (Straub, 2007; Very & 

Schweiger, 2001), and an unsuccessful system of knowledge transfer from the acquiring 

organization to the acquired unit (Bresman et al., 1999; Reus et al., 2016; Yahiaoui et al., 2016). 

However, organizations that has succeeded with their cross-border M&As have management 

teams that have knowledge of the execution process, they have acquired or merged with 

organizations that add value in terms of synergies, the acquiring company have strong financial 

means, and have a powerful core business (Hitt et al., 2001). In conclusion, there are many factors 

leading to both failure and success of cross-border M&As yet, the majority of these factors has 

been researched previously (e.g. Stahl et al., 2005; Weber et al., 1996; Weber & Drori, 2011). 

However, factors such as knowledge transfer, are less researched (Yahiaoui et al., 2016), 

especially within well-established traditional industries, such as textile, steel, iron and metals 

(Huang et al., 2012). Furthermore, the research within the process of knowledge transfer in cross-

border M&As need further attention as there is limited research within the area (Barkema et al., 

1996; Child et al., 2001 Shimizu, 2004; Westphal & Shaw, 2005). This is confirmed by current 
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researchers within the field (e.g. Ahammad et al., 2016; Yahiaoui et al., 2016) who also argue that 

more research is needed. There is an earlier master thesis (Gruber & Paneva, 2014) within the 

area that also urge the need of more research within this field as it is an important topic that may 

influence the outcome of cross-border M&As. Vaara (2003) stress that the post-acquisition phase 

is the stage after a cross-border M&A is integrated. According to Child et al. (2001), it is 

challenging to successfully establish a process of knowledge transfer within this phase. Thus, it is 

relevant to gain a broader understanding of this phase (Hung et al., 2012; Yuen et al., 2017). Vaara 

(2003) and Yahiaoui et al. (2016) mention that earlier research (e.g. Nahavandi & Malekzadeh, 

1988; Olie, 1994) within the post-acquisition phase has a focus on cultural differences, whereas 

issues such as knowledge transfer are less researched. Based on the above reasoning, this study 

will focus on the knowledge transfer process within the post-acquisition phase. More specifically, 

the technological knowledge transfer process as it is critical for the success of achieving external 

growth (Cummings & Teng, 2003). Therefore, organizations must be able to create, identify and 

manage their core technological competences to gain competitive advantage on firms (Hitt et al., 

2000; Leonard-Barton, 1995). Technological knowledge is defined as "the knowledge of 

engineers, craftsmen, and/or inventors" (Houkes, 2009) and is according to Nordström (2014) a 

big part of modern society.  

1.3 Aim and research question   
To be able to address the presented research gap, this study aims to gain a broader understanding 

of the technological knowledge transfer process within a cross-border M&A during the post-

acquisition phase. The main focus is to analyse the enablers and constraints of the process, both 

from the perspective of the sender- and receiver of knowledge. In order to do this, it is necessary 

to gain an understanding of the technological knowledge transfer process itself. This will be 

conducted through a qualitative single-case study where the company Boliden (sender) will be 

examined as they recently (2016) performed a cross-border M&A when acquiring a unit named 

Kevitsa (receiver) in Finland. This study seeks to answer the following research question: 

 

How does the enablers and constraints influence the technological knowledge transfer process 

during the post-acquisition phase? 
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1.4 Introduction to the case study  
This paper will conduct a single-case study on the Swedish company Boliden that produces metals 

such as zinc, copper and nickel. According to Boliden’s webpage (Boliden, 2018) the metals are 

developed through Boliden’s own mines and smelters. Boliden further mentions that their 

operations are distributed throughout Sweden, Finland, Norway, and Ireland, with a turnover rate 

of SEK 40 billion. Moreover, since Boliden started its operation of mines and smelters in 1924, it 

could be argued that they have a long experience within the field. Hence, this has contributed to 

a lot of technical expertise within the area of grinding technology. Grinding technology is: “The 

first stage of the milling process in which the different types of ore are separated out. Boliden uses 

a so-called autogenous grinding, whereby the ore "mills itself" in large grinders, with the larger 

stones breaking up the smaller ones to separate out different types of mineral grain, such as zinc 

and copper, from each other” (Boliden, 2018). During the year of 2016, Boliden conducted a 

cross-border M&A to further access copper, nickel and other precious metals as bi-products, 

creating an opportunity for synergies, and being a mid-size asset, which is good from a risk 

perspective. The acquired unit, Kevitsa, is in line with Boliden’s growth strategy. Boliden had 

been interested in the Kevitsa mine for several years due to its access to nickel and copper. But 

also due to its geology in northern Finland, operational similarities, e.g. open pit it arctic climate 

and complex ore which enables synergies in competence, its similarities to Boliden in regard to 

organizational culture, political environment, its location, distribution channels and time zone 

(Eriksson-Ek interview: 2018-02-16). One of the main goals with the cross-border M&A was to 

increase the production at the Kevitsa mine. This was aimed to be accomplished through a 

knowledge transfer of Boliden's technological expertise about the grinding technology procedure 

(Gabrielsson interview: 2017-12-02).  
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2. THEORY  
In this section, relevant theory and different definitions to fulfil the aim of the study will be 

presented. The chapter begins with defining cross-border M&As, and the post-acquisition phase 

followed by a definition of knowledge and the process of knowledge transfer. In conclusion, a 

conceptual model is presented where the connection between the chosen theories is provided. 

2.1 Cross-Border M&As 
Over 40 percent of the conducted M&As have HQ's in two different countries (Finkelstein & 

Cooper, 2015; Hitt et al., 2001). The quick increase of cross-border M&As can be explained by 

factors such as external threats and new opportunities that may influence organizations to take 

strategic decisions (Hitt et al., 2001; Oliviera & Roth, 2003; Schraeder & Self, 2003). 

Furthermore, Shimizu et al. (2004) stress that it could be due to the worldwide phenomenon of 

industry consolidation and privatization, and the liberalization of economies. Hitt et al. (2001) 

further argue that organizations conduct a cross-border M&A to increase their market power, 

overcome entry barriers, reduce the cost of new product development, increase market shares and 

increase diversification. It is also believed, according to Wang et al. (2017), that organizations use 

cross-border M&As to access new inputs such as technology, design and production. Thus, to 

capture the many advantages of cross-border M&As, knowledge transfer is required. However, 

Liu and Woywode (2013) and Shimizu et al. (2004) argue that cross-border M&As are more 

complex compared to domestic M&As, due to the risk of entering an unfamiliar environment and 

handling different country regulations. The countries of this study, Sweden and Finland, are 

located close in term of distance, but even so, they exhibit some differences, e.g. in terms of gender 

and societal roles, uncertainty avoidance, and the perspective of having a long- or short-term 

mind-set (Hofstede, 2018). It is important to have awareness of these differences when conducting 

a cross-border M&A, especially in the post-acquisition phase where challenges may arise easily 

(Child et al., 2001; Marks & Mirvis, 2010).  

2.2 Post-acquisition phase 
The post-acquisition phase is quite challenging (Marks & Mirvis, 2010). Even though earlier 

studies have pointed out the importance of the post-acquisition phase, it has not been considered 

in a wide extent before (Vaara, 2003). The post-acquisition phase refers to when the acquiring- 

and acquired organization are unified (Öberg & Tarba, 2013) and this is according to Shrivastava 

(1986) the main challenge in a cross-border M&A. During the integration there is a focus on 

transferring the strategic capabilities (Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991), whereas more 
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communication is needed (Huang & Kleiner, 2004) as communication have an important role in 

the integration process (Bresman et al., 1999; Puranam & Srikanth, 2007) and facilitates decisions 

regarding the process of knowledge transfer (Öberg & Tarba, 2013). The integration has a direct 

impact on the value creation and efficiency of the organization, as well as the strategic fit 

(Christensen et al., 2011; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991; Very & Schweiger, 2003). When 

combining organizations through a cross- border M&A, it is possible to extract synergies (Calipha 

et al., 2010; Teerikangas, 2010), but depending on how well the integration is executed the level 

of synergies will vary (Bijlsma-Frankema, 2004).  
 

Challenges in the post-acquisition phase differ from each cross-border M&A: what is considered 

to be a challenge in one case can be a facilitator in another and vice versa (Shrivastava, 1986). 

The post-acquisition phase is complex (Gaughan, 2002), and usually it is the acquiring 

organization that has the upper hand of making decisions regarding the post-acquisition phase in 

the cross-border M&A (Zollo & Singh, 2004). However, in order to facilitate the integration 

process of the post-acquisition phase, there need to be an understanding of organizational 

differences that can impact the organizational fit (Gomes et al., 2013; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 

1991). When comprehending the diverse organizational differences within the cross-border 

M&A, the post-acquisition phase will be facilitated, and it will be easier to merge the companies 

into one (Gomes et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2011). Thus, create an environment that would facilitate 

knowledge transfer. As this thesis is focusing on the knowledge transfer within the post-

acquisition phase, there needs to be a comprehension of knowledge itself, which is further 

discussed in the following section.  

2.3 Definition of knowledge 
What is the definition of knowledge? According to Chini (2004) this question has been a widely 

debated subject. Even though scholars have a hard time coming to an agreement, they seem to 

agree upon the differentiation between data, knowledge and information (Alavi & Leidner, 2001; 

Davenport & Prusak, 1998b). Chini (2004) claims that data is used to obtain information which 

in turn is used to gain knowledge. Davenport and Prusak (1998a, p. 4) defines knowledge as: “[…] 

a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual information, and expert insights that provides 

a framework for evaluation and incorporating new experiences and information. It originates and 

is applied in the minds of knowers. In organizations, it often becomes embedded not only in 

documents or repositories but also in organizational routines, processes, practices, and norms”. 
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Two dominant knowledge views are: the process-based perspective and the objectivist perspective 

(Hislop, 2009). These two perspectives are presented below in order to get an understanding of 

how knowledge is transferred differently.  

2.3.1 The process-based perspective: Tacit knowledge 

The process-based perspective views knowledge as silent and describes it as personal and context-

specific (Hansen et al., 1999; Jonsson, 2012; Polanyi, 1966; Werr & Stjernberg, 2003). Hislop 

(2009) argues that the organization is a distributing knowledge system for the knowledge that 

exists. Polanyi (1966) further argues that tacit knowledge, or process-based knowledge as other 

researchers (e.g. Hislop, 2009; Jonsson, 2012) describe it, is difficult to transfer and verbalize as 

it is “hidden” within the person who possess it (Nonaka et al., 2000; Sternberg & Horvath, 1999). 

Therefore, it is costly and time-consuming to transfer (Lord & Ranft, 2000). Werr and Stjernberg 

(2003) argue that this type of knowledge can be verbalized and transmitted in spite of its specific 

character. Hence, the sender and receiver must cooperate on the transfer and the recipient must be 

given the opportunity to "experience" the knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Therefore, 

social interaction is crucial for transferring tacit knowledge (Hislop, 2009; Jonsson, 2012). Tacit 

knowledge is so widespread and difficult to imitate that it makes an important organizational 

resource for the pursuit of competitive advantages, as it is difficult to assess from the outside 

(Alavi & Leidner, 2001; Cook & Yanow, 2012; Grant, 1996). However, some authors (e.g. Awad 

& Ghaziri, 2003; Bierly et al., 2000) argue that parts of the tacit knowledge can be acquired and 

converted into explicit knowledge. 

2.3.2 The objectivistic perspective: Explicit knowledge  

The objectivistic perspective views knowledge as an objective that can be separated from the 

individual who possess it, as this type of knowledge is not linked or connected to a specific person 

(Hislop, 2009; Jonsson, 2012; Yang & Wu, 2008). The explicit knowledge, or objective 

knowledge as other researchers (e.g. Jonsson, 2012) presents it, has already been processed in the 

form of visual diagrams, tables, manuals, and specific documents (Surbakti, 2015). Therefore, it 

can be formulated into a systematic language and can be shared and spread easily between 

individuals and systems (Ciabuschi, 2005; Hansen et al., 1999) within the organization (Nonaka 

& Takeuchi, 1995). Moreover, it is often clear and concrete (Nonaka, 2008; Nonaka et al., 2000) 

and the transfer of explicit knowledge is easy since it can be transferred without the presence of 

its creator (Surbakti, 2015). However, Winter (1997) argues that the transfer of explicit knowledge 
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can be challenging, due to being created in a specific context and its interpretation depends on 

organizational and individual capital.  

As the dominant knowledge perspectives have been presented, it is also of relevance to understand 

the knowledge transfer process itself.  Mirc (2013) claims that companies that have a 

comprehension of the process of knowledge transfer during a cross-border M&A, accomplish 

higher results than those that do not. 

2.4 The process of knowledge transfer  
Knowledge transfer is a process of transmitting knowledge between a sender and receiver. Hence, 

this can be accomplished through several means, such as the daily routines, activities and work, 

but also through meetings and open hallway discussions (Kalling & Styhre, 2003). Kalling and 

Styhre further argue, that no matter which means is used, they all aim towards transferring 

knowledge between two or more parties. Depending on the organization, it can be vital to choose 

the right way of transferring knowledge as different organizations can require different system of 

knowledge transfer (Davenport & Prusak, 1998b). Earlier research indicates that the process of 

transferring knowledge is influenced by the structure of the organization, the expertise employees 

possess, and the behaviours that characterizes the organization (Bartlett & Ghoshal, 1994; 

Szulanski, 1996).  

2.4.1 Phases in the process of knowledge transfer  

Szulanski (2000) claims that the process of knowledge transfer is based on some fundamentals 

consisting of origin, channel, information, receiver, and setting. These fundamentals can be 

influenced by four different phases: (1) Initiation, (2) Implementation, (3) Ramp-up, and (4) 

Integration that determine how the knowledge is transferred between the sender and receiver 

(Minbaeva et al., 2003; Szulanski, 1996; Szulanski, 2000). Petter and Randolph (2009) recognize 

that there are some limitations to Szulanski's model as it does not go in depth of how individuals 

use, apply and search for knowledge in the various stages of the knowledge transfer process. 

Szulanski and Winter (2002) further claim that organizations usually want to replicate best 

practices, however, it is important to be aware of that some processes do not lend themselves to 

be duplicated. This implies that Szulanski's (1996) model is not applicable on all knowledge 

transfer processes. However, Petter and Randolph (2009) claim that Szulanski's model is helpful 

in understanding the different phases of the knowledge transfer process, but also the challenges 

that may arise in the phases described below. 
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Initiation 

According to Szulanski (2000), the first phase, Initiation, is characterized by a search for potential 

solutions, a search that leads to the discovery of superior knowledge. Hence, Szulanski argues 

that, a transfer is initiated when there is both a need and a knowledge that fulfils that need in the 

organization. If the knowledge fulfils the identified need, there is an opportunity to transfer the 

knowledge. This phase usually need several months of data gathering and valuation. Problems 

within this phase, can be difficulties in recognizing when and which knowledge to transfer 

(Ounjian & Carne, 1987; Szulanski, 2000). There can also be issues in regard to the reliability of 

the sender as it can be hard to determine how trustworthy the sending source is (Szulanski, 2000; 

Walton, 1975).  

 

Implementation 

Szulanski (2000) argues that the second phase, Implementation, is characterized by a stream of 

knowledge between the sender and receiver. Minbaeva et al. (2003) claim that this stage comprises 

all events that lead to the decision to transfer the actual flow of knowledge from the sender to the 

recipient. In this phase it can be difficult for the receiver to implement the knowledge into a new 

environment as it can be tied to a certain setting (Rice & Rogers, 1980; Szulanski, 2000). The 

implementation phase fades away or is ended when the receiver starts using the knowledge that 

is sent (Szulanski, 1996).  

 

Ramp-up phase 

According to Chew et al. (1991) and Szulanski (2000) the third phase, Ramp-up, begins when the 

recipient starts applying the transferred knowledge. Szulanski further claims that it is during this 

stage, the recipient largely will be concerned with identifying and resolving unexpected problems 

that create its ability to match or exceed the performance expectations after the transfer. Chew et 

al. (1991) argue that the receiver of the new knowledge will most likely at first use the new 

knowledge ineffectively and with time improve its performance to a satisfactory level. Chew et 

al. further argue that during the Ramp-up stage there is a short period of an opportunity to correct 

unexpected problems.  
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Integration phase 

Szulanski (1996; 2000) and Zucker (1977) argue that the fourth phase, Integration, starts after the 

recipient achieved satisfactory results with the transferred knowledge. Hence, the usage of the 

transferred knowledge gradually will be routinized within the organization (Szulanski, 1996; 

Szulanski, 2000; Zucker, 1977). Szulanski (1996; 2000) further argues that with time, a common 

history based on the transferred knowledge will become typified. In this way, new practices will 

become institutionalized and become a part of the receiver’s everyday routines; hence, the 

knowledge will be taken for granted.  

2.4.2 Enablers of the knowledge transfer process 

According to Bresman et al. (1999), the process of knowledge transfer can be enabled by different 

facilitators. These facilitators are Communication, Interaction, Articulability of knowledge, Time 

elapsed, and Size of unit. These facilitators are further discussed below. 

 

Communication  

The more communication that occurs between the sender and receiver, the higher the flow of 

knowledge transfer (Bresman et al., 1999). The exchange of communication occurs in the post-

acquisition phase and is the foundation for efficiency in the cross-border M&A process (Bresman 

et al., 1999; Buono & Bowditch, 1989; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991). Communication reduces 

the risk of transferring wrong information and knowledge that is not relevant. Further, 

communication is argued by Bresman et al. (1999) to establish trust between the organizations 

and includes more employees in the process of decision-making. Consequently, a solidarity that 

ease and encourage employees to share and transfer knowledge will be created (Bresman et al., 

1999; Kogut & Zander, 1992). When the knowledge to be transferred is tacit, there is a further 

need for intense communication between the sender and receiver (Bresman et al., 1999; Szulanski, 

1996). However, Harzing and Feely (2008) argue that issues regarding communication may arise 

when a shared language does not exist. Harzing and Feely further claim that this can be the case 

in many international business situations and means that language barriers can play a key role 

within the knowledge transfer process, as it can lead to miscommunication.  

 

Interaction 

Interaction is essential in the process of knowledge transfer; however, there are further means of 

creating interaction between the organizations within the cross-border M&A (Bresman et al., 

1999). Some common interaction strategies are meetings through technical platforms, visits and 
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meetings, and common training programs (Bresman et al., 1999). The higher the interaction 

between the acquiring- and acquired organization, the better the expected integration of the post-

acquisition will be, and the more knowledge will be transferred (Bresman et al., 1999; Haspeslagh 

& Jemison, 1991), as it creates opportunities for mutual learning and teaching (Ahuja & Katila, 

2001). Visits and meetings are conducted through personal interactions and can range from less 

than one day up to several weeks (Bresman et al., 1999). However, Harzing and Feely (2008) 

claim that when employees in a company have a different origin language, they use diverse ways 

of interaction, e.g. different type of gestures, which are relevant to acknowledge when interacting 

with other employees.  

 

Articulability of knowledge 

Depending on how the knowledge that is to be transferred is compounded (e.g. if it is tacit or 

explicit), the knowledge transfer process will vary (Ahuja & Katila, 2001). Ahuja and Katila 

(2001) and Bresman et al. (1999) discuss that if the transferred knowledge is related to the existing 

one, capabilities to apply the new information are enhanced. It is previously mentioned that, in 

case of tacit knowledge the process will be more challenging, and thus, the process will require 

more interaction between the acquiring- and acquired organization. Empson (2001) argues that 

articulability of knowledge is defined as barriers on an individual level such as organizational 

learning, which should be interpreted into individual learning and is one of the most important 

factors that influence knowledge transfer. Therefore, Empson further argues, that emphasis should 

be put on understanding individual needs and reactions.  

 

Time elapsed 

The more time that passes away after the integration of the cross-border M&A, the easier the 

process of knowledge transfer will be (Bresman et al., 1999). As time elapses, problematic 

situations, e.g. employees that are resistant or unwilling to change and who eventually will leave 

the organization, or other stressful situations will be resolved (Bresman et al., 1999; Buono & 

Bowditch, 1989; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991). However, the management team can encourage 

knowledge transfer even in stressful or problematic situations (Bresman et al., 1999).  

 

Size of unit  

The size of the organizations within the cross-border M&A can enable the process of knowledge 

transfer (Bresman et al., 1999). If it is a large organization, it will have bigger operations and 

thereof have more knowledge that can be transferred (Bresman et al., 1999; Castro-Casal & Neira-
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Fontela, 2005; Van Wijk et al., 2008; Yahiaoui et al., 2016). On the other hand, if the organization 

is small in terms of size, it will most likely have less transferable knowledge and encounter a risk 

of only having a few key employees that store, or have access to, important information (Bresman 

et al., 1999; Castro-Casal & Neira-Fontela, 2005; Van Wijk et al., 2008; Yahiaoui et al., 2016). 

2.4.3 Constraints of the knowledge transfer process 

The ability to transfer best practices internally is critical to a firm's ability to build competitive 

advantage (Prakash & Balakrishna, 2007). According to Szulanski (1996), prior research suggests 

that the factors: Characteristics of the knowledge transferred, Characteristics of the sender, 

Characteristics of the recipient, and Characteristics of the context are likely to influence the 

difficulties of knowledge transfer. Further, each of these factors are divided into subsections 

which are presented below. 

 

Characteristics of the knowledge transferred  

Causal ambiguity  

The aspect of causal ambiguity refers to the hardship of duplicating a capability in another 

environment (Szulanski, 1996).  Murray and Chao (2005) claim that it is referred to how the new 

context will influence the knowledge. Hence, Bresman et al. (1999) and Szulanski (1996) argue 

that the undefinable portion of knowledge is embodied in highly tacit human skills. Tacitness 

could also be a property of collectively held knowledge and it is often singled out as a central 

attribute of knowledge with respect to its transferability (Bresman et al, 1999; Szulanski, 1996). 

 

Unprovenness 

Szulanski (1996) claims that knowledge that has been transferred before or that previously has 

been useful is easier to transfer as one can identify which knowledge to transfer more rapidly. 

Murray and Chao (2005) comply with this argument and further state that if there is no proof of 

the usefulness of the knowledge, then it becomes more difficult to legitimize and engage the 

recipient in the transfer of knowledge (Szulanski, 1996). 

 

Characteristics of the sender of knowledge  

Lack of motivation  

Individuals that has a certain knowledge (e.g. superior knowledge) may be afraid of transferring 

their knowledge to others as they may not want to lose ownership or a position of privilege (Reus, 

2012). Moreover, they may also lack rewards for sharing their knowledge with others within the 
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organization (Szulanski, 1996). If individuals that possess superior knowledge do not want to 

share it with other within the organization, the organization cannot force them to as the superior 

knowledge is not owned by the organization (Kalling, 2003; Reus, 2012). Therefore, Reus (2012) 

and Kalling (2003) stress the importance of motivating employees to share their knowledge. 

However, even though employees from the acquiring organization are motivated to share their 

knowledge, employees of the acquired organization might not have the motivation or interest to 

accept the provided knowledge (Reus, 2012). To overcome this, Bresman et al. (1999) claim that 

trust is essential for relationship building and thus it has direct influence on the successful outcome 

of M&As. Bresman et al. further state that the greater the trust, the more the knowledge transfer 

is enabled. 

 

Not perceived as reliable 

When the sender of the knowledge is not recognized as reliable, it is not seen as trustworthy or 

knowledgeable (Bresman et al., 1999; Yahiaoui et al., 2016). The transfer of knowledge will be 

more difficult as the receiver may challenge the advice and show resistance, which may lead to 

little integration of sent knowledge (Szulanski, 1996).  

 

Characteristics of the recipient of knowledge  

Lack of motivation  

According to Szulanski (1996), some recipients may not be motivated to accept knowledge from 

the outside (the “not invented here” syndrome) which is a phenomenon well documented. This 

lack of motivation may lead to hidden sabotage, foot dragging, feigned acceptance, passivity, or 

outright rejection in the implementation and use of new knowledge (Szulanski, 1996). As earlier 

mentioned within the section Characteristics of the sender of knowledge, even if the recipient of 

knowledge is motivated to receive knowledge, the sender of knowledge may not see the benefits 

of transferring knowledge to the other party (Szulanski, 1996).   

 

Lack of absorptive capacity  

Szulanski (1996) claims that the recipients may lack the capacity to exploit outside sources of 

knowledge.  This is according to Murray and Chao (2005) determined by the stock of prior related 

knowledge. Szulanski (1996) further argues that organizations’ absorptive capacity demonstrates 

their ability to assimilate, value and apply new knowledge successfully. Moreover, individuals 

and organizations may differ in their absorptive capacity even to the same environment (Gupta & 

Govindarajan, 2000). Gupta and Govindarajan further argue, that there are two reasons why 
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absorptive capacity may differ across organizations: the extent of prior related knowledge, and 

the extent of inter-unit exchange of the receiving- and sending unit.  

 

Lack of retentive capacity  

The knowledge that has been transferred is only effective if the knowledge is retained. The ability 

of a recipient to institutionalize and utilize new knowledge reflects its retentive capacity 

(Szulanski, 1996). If the recipient of knowledge lacks such ability, initial difficulties during the 

integration of received knowledge may become an excuse for abandoning the use of knowledge 

and reverting to the previous status quo (Szulanski, 1996; Zaltman et al., 1973). 

 

Characteristics of the context 

Barren organizational context 

According to Szulanski (1996), an organizational context that facilitates the development of 

transfer is said to be fertile, whilst an organization that does not is said to be barren. Earlier 

research indicates that formal structures and behaviour-framing attributes of the organizational 

context affect the attempts to transfer knowledge and the outcome of those attempts (Davenport 

& Prusak, 1998a; Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1994; Szulanski, 1996). 

 

Arduous relationship 

Szulanski (1996) and Yahiaoui et al. (2016) argue that a process of knowledge transfer, especially 

when the knowledge originates from tacit components, may require several of individual 

exchanges (Nonaka, 1994). Szulanski, Yahiaoui et al. and Ko et al. (2015) further claim that these 

exchanges depend to some extent on the ease of communication and the “intimacy” of the overall 

relationship between the receiving unit and the sender. Moreover, an arduous relationship may 

contribute to hardship towards the knowledge transfer. 

2.5 Conceptual model  
To explain the relationship between the above theories, a conceptual model (see figure 1: p.15) 

has been developed. The model illustrates the process of knowledge transfer in the post-

acquisition phase and the enablers and constraints that may influence it. This study is conducting 

a qualitative single case study where Boliden is transferring knowledge to Kevitsa, meaning that 

knowledge is being transferred one way. Vaara (2003) argues that the post-acquisition phase is 

when the organizations within the cross-border M&A can start transferring knowledge between 

them. Child et al. (2001) further argue that it is the stage where it is more difficult to successfully 
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establish a process of knowledge transfer. Therefore, figure 1 (p.15) represents the post-

acquisition phase, where the sender is transferring knowledge to the receiver. Within this transfer 

process, there are four phases which Szulanski (1996) labels as: Initiation, Implementation, Ramp-

up and Integration. Moreover, Bresman et al., (1999) and Szulanski (1996) argue that there are 

enablers and constraints that can influence the knowledge transfer process, either by making it 

more challenging or by facilitating the process of transfer. Thus, the enablers that are claimed to 

facilitate the process are: Communication, Interaction, Articulability of knowledge, Time elapse 

and Size of unit, whereas the constraints are: Characteristics of the knowledge transferred, 

Characteristics of the recipient of knowledge, Characteristics of the sender of knowledge and 

Characteristics of the context. Hence, due to the enablers and constraints that may arise when 

conducting a cross-border M&A, organizations need a broader understanding of the process of 

knowledge transfer during the post-acquisition phase to be able to successfully transfer knowledge 

between the sender and the receiver. 

 

Figure 1: Theoretical framework model    
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3. METHOD 
In this section, the method used for the study is presented. The research- and methodological 

approach are provided followed by the research design and strategy, capturing insight of a 

phenomenon, ethical considerations and lastly ensuring quality. 

3.1 Research- and methodological approach  
We believed that an abductive research approach and a qualitative method was suitable for this 

study, as the study aims at creating a broader understanding of how the enablers and constraints 

influence the technological knowledge transfer process during the post-acquisition phase. Ghauri 

and Grönhaug (2010) and Bryman and Bell (2011) state that a combination of theory and 

empirical findings can be used to gain a broader understanding of a phenomenon. Researchers 

(e.g. Bryman & Bell., 2011; Cassell & Symon, 2015; Ghauri & Grönhaug, 2010; Yin, 2009) 

confirm our reasonings by stating that researchers that are conducting a study on a subject they 

have little knowledge about, should use a qualitative methodological approach as it creates a 

deeper understanding. We have experienced that a qualitative study requires an extensive amount 

of time. This goes in line with Bryman and Bell’s (2011) arguments. However, based on the 

research question, we believed that the advantages of a qualitative research method overcame the 

disadvantages, as the qualitative method is suitable when studying a complex phenomenon, in line 

with the arguments of Babin and Zikmund (2016) and Crane et al. (2018).  

3.2 Research design and strategy  
The process of knowledge transfer is dynamic; therefore, it was important to describe, analyse 

and explain the process to capture its evolvement. This is in line with the suggestion of Pettigrew 

(1997). We tried to capture the technological knowledge transfer process to be able to identify the 

enablers and constraints throughout the process, which was challenging as the knowledge transfer 

process is quite dynamic and complex. Hence, we conducted a mixture of an ordinary and a 

retrospect process study, as we did not completely follow the knowledge transfer process as it 

developed. Therefore, the respondents had to recall some aspects that happened a while back, 

creating a risk where the respondents could have a hard time remembering certain aspects but also 

adjust their answers to what happens within the process afterwards. However, as the cross-border 

M&A was conducted recently, we believe that it did not influence the respondents to a wide 

extent. Moreover, to be able to capture the process, we tried to identify critical events during the 

data collection to determine the different enablers and constraints of the process of knowledge 

transfer and where they came into play. This is in accordance with the recommendation of 
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Pettigrew (1997) who argues that it is important to find key elements of a process when conducting 

a case study.  

We also conducted a literature search, interviews, a site visit, document scanning and case analysis 

to gain a better understanding of the phenomenon. Therefore, an exploratory research strategy 

was preferred to fulfil the aim of the study. Bryman and Bell (2011) state that an exploratory 

research seek to derive a detailed understanding of a particular phenomenon, which strengthens 

the argument for the chosen research strategy. The interviews were conducted to gain valuable 

insight from knowledgeable individuals about the specific knowledge process of the grinding 

technology. Brown and Suter (2012) argue that interviews are valuable as researchers can gain 

deep insight to the studied topic. The case analysis further provided the research with new 

knowledge as it allowed us to study a specific situation in detail, in accordance with Brown and 

Suter (2012). 

3.3 Capturing insight of a phenomenon 

3.3.1 Single case study  
The research question of this paper was fulfilled through the application of a single case study. 

The company was chosen as it is classified as a traditional company, and according to Huang et 

al. (2012), research within the process of knowledge transfer is lacking within these kinds of 

organizations. Furthermore, research within the process of knowledge transfer in cross-border 

M&As is also limited (Ahammad et al., 2016; Shimizu, 2004; Westphal & Shaw, 2005; Yahiaoui 

et al., 2016), making this company interesting and important in order to be contribute to literature 

and the existing research gap. Unusual access to the cross-border M&A case was given due to a 

previous meeting with one key individual, Håkan Gabrielsson, from the management team, which 

motivated the decision of executing a single case study. This is in accordance with Eisenhardt and 

Graebner (2007) and Gustafsson (2017). Another important motive for conducting a single case 

study relies in this study’s qualitative nature. Bryman and Bell (2011) and Drogendijk (2009) 

argue that a single case study is appropriate in studies with a qualitative origin. This study wanted 

to understand the process of knowledge transfer and contribute to existing theory, which is 

possible to do through the performance of a single case study (Gustafsson, 2017; Saunders et al., 

2006), as it helps describing a phenomenon that is not well known (Dyer & Wilkins, 1991; 

Eisenhardt, 1989). It also helps creating a better understanding of the investigated phenomenon 

whilst being time efficient and cost effective (Gustafsson, 2017). 
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3.3.2 Selection of respondents and data collection  

When selecting respondents, we received guidance from the contact person Håkan Gabrielsson at 

Boliden and received information regarding what type of knowledge that has been transferred 

from Boliden to Kevitsa. He also mentioned the individuals that were involved in the knowledge 

transfer process of the grinding technology. This information was relevant to be able to minimize 

the risk of interviewing respondents that lacked involvement in this specific technological 

knowledge transfer process. Bryman and Bell (2011) claim that this can help strengthen the 

quality control of the study. Hence, the guidance from Håkan Gabrielsson, we could book 

interviews with all the individuals that were involved in the knowledge transfer process of the 

grinding technology. Ultimately, the data for this study was collected through eight individual 

interviews, four individuals from Boliden, all within managerial positions and four respondents 

from Kevitsa, two that had managerial positions and two non-managers that worked with the 

transferred knowledge at Kevitsa (see table 1: p.19). Our chosen respondents were the ones that 

were directly involved in the knowledge transfer process of the grinding technology. Therefore, 

the whole sample size in this study is equal to the total sample size. Even though there were other 

employees involved in the integration process, these individuals lacked knowledge about the 

grinding technology. Therefore, we did not choose to include them in our study.  

Complementary to our conducted interviews, we conducted a site visit to Kevitsa to gain more 

insight of the case and the environment that the knowledge transfer was conducted in. This gave 

us an opportunity to analyse the first part of our empirical findings (the interviews) on site. During 

our site visit, we had the chance to get a tour of the mine, eat lunch at the regular canteen and 

witness events that took place with our own eyes and ears. Bryman and Bell (2011) argue that 

these kind of visits, in natural settings, gives researchers an opportunity to collect data by 

understanding a certain setting. The data was also collected through three documents that were 

provided from the case company. The documents consisted of a technical-, a due diligence- and a 

final report, summarizing the knowledge transfer process of the grinding technology, the 

employee’s expectations for the process, key takeaways and developmental areas for future 

M&As. We have chosen to not attach these documents due to confidentiality. This extensive 

amount of data gave us a better understanding of the constructed knowledge transfer process. 

Therefore, we argue that our results are generalizable towards theory.  

According to Kalling and Styhre (2003) the process of transmitting knowledge consists of a 

receiver and a sender. Therefore, we believed that it was of interest to capture both perspectives, 
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as there could be potential differences in perception of the main enablers and constraints of the 

technological knowledge transfer process. Earlier research has to the best of our knowledge not 

investigated the two different perspectives separately, rather they are seen as one. We believed 

that a separation could contribute to existing theory and the existing research gap. The interviews 

that took place were conducted one by one and were booked for 90 minutes each, in accordance 

with Jacobsen (2002) who states that 60-90 minutes are the appropriate time for conducting an 

interview. However, some of the interviews were less than 60 minutes (see table 1: p.19), but this 

was not an issue as we, in accordance with Jacobsen (2002), accomplished to capture significant 

data, even within the shorter timeframe. The interviews were conducted either face-to-face or 

through phone as the employees at Boliden and Kevitsa are located in different countries. The 

face-to-face interviews took place at Kevitsa and Boliden’s office as Jacobsen (2002) argues that 

face-to-face interviews should be conducted in an environment where the respondent feel 

comfortable and familiar with. The face-to-face interviews also allowed us to view the 

respondents body language. As all interviews could not be accomplished in a face-to-face setting, 

we tried to conduct the same amount of face-to-face and phone interviews within the two different 

perspectives of Boliden and Kevitsa. 

Respondent Position Representing Interview 
approach 

Interview 
duration (min) 

1 Managerial level Boliden Phone interview 55 

2 Managerial level Boliden Face-to-face 40 

3 Non-managerial 
level 

Kevitsa Face-to-face 70 

4 Managerial level Boliden Face-to-face 48 

5 Managerial level Kevitsa Phone interview 59 

6 Non-managerial 
level 

Kevitsa Face-to-face 60 

7 Managerial level Boliden Phone interview 55 

8 Managerial level Kevitsa Face-to-face 45 
 

Table 1: Respondent summary 

3.3.3 Interview guides 

We developed two interview guides (see appendix 1 and 2: p.62 & 64) in relation to the purpose, 

research question and theoretical framework of the study (see appendix 3 and 4: p.66 & 67). The 

interview guides were conducted to make sure that we were well prepared and asked relevant 
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questions, as suggested by Häger (2007) and Mason (2011). The decision of creating interview 

guides was further motivated as Jacobsen (2002) argues that an interview guide is important when 

the study is of qualitative nature. Two interview guides were necessary to capture both 

organizations views of the process and its influencing enablers and constraints. Thus, questions 

related to Boliden's point of view as senders are reversed in the interview guide for Kevitsa as 

they are asked about their role as receivers of knowledge. We also conducted a pilot interview 

with an individual that works internationally and has extensive knowledge about cross-border 

M&As, to gain relevant insight regarding the asked questions and the two different perspectives 

one week before the real interviews were conducted. This to give ourselves time to adjust the 

questions and the interview time frame before the actual interviews. The pilot interview raised 

awareness about some theoretical phrases that were hard for the respondent to comprehend. 

Hence, these phrases were simplified. Dalen (2008) claims that a pilot interview can give new 

insights of the asked questions. One day before the actual interview, each respondent received 

information by e-mail (see appendix 5: p.68) regarding what subjects that would be discussed to 

give them time to recall as the technological knowledge transfer process started prior to this study. 

We argue that the respondents needed 24 hours to reflect over the process and critical events that 

took place. We were aware of the biased responses that could arise, though we choose to only 

mention the different topics that were going to be discussed, rather than providing the specific 

questions of the interviews, as recommended by Bryman and Bell (2011). This helped the 

respondents to elaborate and answer the questions in a detailed and rich way.  

 

This study conducted semi-structured questions for the interviews as we wanted the respondents 

to talk openly, but still within the chosen topic, as suggested by Merriam (1998). To gain a broader 

understanding of the respondent's roles and experiences in the cross-border M&A, we argue that 

it was necessary to gain some background information, hence, some background questions were 

asked. These questions also aimed at confirming that the cross-border M&A was taking place in 

the post-acquisition phase. Thus, some structured questions were also asked, and these questions 

were the same for respondents from both organizations (see appendix 1 and 2: p.62 & 64). The 

background questions were followed by questions that were developed in relation to chosen theory 

(see appendix 3 and 4: p.66 & 67). The first question was conducted in order to get an 

understanding of how the respondents perceived the process of knowledge transfer to be. By 

questions one, the respondents got the opportunity to define the technological knowledge transfer 

process in their own words. As respondents from both Boliden and Kevitsa received the same 

question, it was possible to see if their perceptions were different or the same. By having sub-
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questions, it was possible to gain a further understanding of the process. In the following question, 

question two, the respondents were asked to mark out, on a timeline, where critical events 

occurred during the process. This was important in order to capture the respondents’ view of 

where and why certain incidents happened that influenced the technological knowledge transfer 

process. The question also aimed at understanding how long, in terms of time, the process was 

and which challenges that might emerged. Thereafter, question three was asked to get a better 

understanding of the communication between Boliden and Kevitsa and how it has developed over 

time, but also what influence it had on the technological knowledge transfer process. The question 

was asked openly in order to avoid biased responses from the interviewees, hence, the respondents 

were able to explain if they had experienced any challenges, or if it has been easy, when 

communicating with the other unit, considering the cross-border nature of the M&A. As Boliden 

has performed other M&As earlier, it was important to ask the respondents from Boliden 

regarding the knowledge that has been transferred previously in question four. However, not all 

respondents who participated in this study were involved in previous M&As, making them unable 

to answer this question. Though, it was still important to ask as the question aimed to capture if 

the knowledge that is being transferred from Boliden to Kevitsa has been transferred to other units 

before. For Kevitsa, question four was developed in order to let the respondents explain how they 

have experienced the implementation of knowledge that has been sent from Boliden. The question 

was open to avoid biased answers and to let the respondents talk freely to capture what might have 

been challenging and easy with the implementation. As Boliden had the role of sending 

knowledge, this question was irrelevant to ask respondents from Boliden. Question five, in both 

interview guides, attempted to understand how Boliden performed their role as senders of 

knowledge and how Boliden encouraged its employees to transfer knowledge. The following 

question tried to comprehend how Kevitsa and Boliden felt about Kevitsa’s role as a receiver of 

knowledge and if the sent knowledge was applied and retained. In question seven, the respondent 

was asked to describe the characteristics of their respectively organization. This question aimed 

at understanding the organizational cultures and how they might be constructed in ways that 

motivate and encourage knowledge transfer, both as senders and receivers. It was also essential 

to understand if the organizational culture in any ways had changed since the cross-border M&A 

as this may have an impact on the process of knowledge transfer. 

 

By asking questions that were open and letting the respondents speak freely within the topics, we 

wanted to be able to identify enablers and constraints of the technological knowledge transfer 

process in the analysis. The interview guides also aimed at capturing the time aspect of the 
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process, making it possible to analyse how one factor that might have been an enabler in the 

beginning of the process changed into being a constraint later and vice versa.  

3.3.4 Data processing  

The interviews in this study were audio-recorded as it is recommended if the interviewee feel 

comfortable being recorded (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Merriam, 1998). We also wanted the 

possibility to use quotations, whereof an audio-recording is suitable according to Jacobsen (2002). 

Also, it was important for the interviewers to maintain eye-contact with the respondents during 

the face-to-face interviews, as that enables a good conversation (Jacobsen, 2002). We also 

intended to analyse and transcribe the interviews, which was possible due to the recordings, as 

stated by Guba and Lincoln (1994) and Merriam (1998). We transcribed all interviews in order to 

gain a better analysis, whereas an audio-recording of all interviews was appropriate (Dalen, 2008). 

During the interviews, notes were also taken in parallel with the audio-recordings as this can 

enable further discussion and development of the interview questions, as suggested by Saunders 

et al. (2006). By taking notes, the interviewee also get validation that his/her answers are 

interesting and relevant for the study (Jacobsen, 2002). However, taking notes during a face-to-

face interview can distract the interviewer as the focus need to be shifted from the respondent to 

the writing (Jacobsen, 2002). This issue was overcome in the interviews for this study as the we 

made sure that one interviewer always had contact with the interviewee, whilst the other one took 

notes.  
 

After the interviews were transcribed, they were coded. To be able to resurge the reliability of the 

coding, we separately coded the material, in line with the recommendation of Ghauri and 

Grönhaug (2010). The coding was conducted through the development of a table (see table 2: 

p.23) consisting of three different columns, in accordance with Gioia et al (2013). In the first 

column, different statements from the interviews are provided. These statements were selected 

based on their similarities and differences. This made it possible to create a second column where 

the statements were put together into one theme that was representative for the provided 

statements. Thereafter we identified if the 2nd order theme was a constraint or an enabler; an 

example is illustrated in table 2 (p.23). After the data was structured, we could develop a timeline 

that helped us illustrate where the enablers and constraints came into play. Hence, how and if the 

identified enablers and constraints influenced the process of knowledge transfer.  This analysis 

helped us answer the research question of the study. 
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Table 2: Data processing model 

3.4 Ethical considerations  
This study invested a large amount of time ensuring that the respondents were well treated. Before 

the actual interviews, a pilot interview was conducted, it gave us insight on approximately how 

long the interviews would take. We could later on use this information to book interviews 

accordingly. Before the actual interviews we explained the topic of the study to the respondents, 

why it was being conducted, the aim of the study and how the recordings were going to be used. 

We were aware of the difficulties in presenting respondents with absolutely all information that 

might be required to make an informed decision about their involvement, e.g. not giving all details 

of fear of contaminating people's answers to questions (Bryman & Bell, 2011). All interview-

notes and recordings were treated with confidentiality, we did not present the respondents by 

name, in line with Bryman and Bell (2011).  

3.5 Ensuring quality  
To increase the study’s trustworthiness, we compiled the results and reconnected with the 

respondents after the interviews to give them the opportunity to see if we perceived everything 

they said during the interviews correctly. According to Bryman and Bell (2011), Gibbert et al. 
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(2008) and Merriam (1998), this helps to increase the study’s trustworthiness. We also got help 

from two previous economic students who reviewed all the sections of the study; everything from 

problem statement, theory, interview notes, transcripts, empirical analysis and our results. This 

was very time consuming; however, it is a good way of increasing the trustworthiness within 

qualitative research according to Bryman and Bell (2011). We acted, to the best of our ability, in 

good faith and did not allow personal values or theoretical inclinations to influence the conduct 

of the research. This to increase the objectivity of the study. However, complete objectivity is 

impossible in business research (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Gibbert et al., 2008). Furthermore, the 

authors of this study first analysed the answers individually and then compared and analysed the 

answers together. This to not miss out of important details and to ensure that everything was 

included in the compilation. 
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4. EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
In this section, the empirical findings will be presented. The findings are divided into two sections; 

the first section describes the technological knowledge transfer process and critical events that 

occurred during the time. The second section is divided into the view of both Boliden and Kevitsa 

on enablers and constraints that influenced the technological knowledge transfer process. 

4.1 The technological knowledge transfer process  
Kevitsa was established in 2012 and was a growing production. When Boliden conducted the 

cross-border M&A in 2016, a key priority was to continue the growth and increase the production 

from around seven million tons of milled ore per year prior to the acquisition, up to a level of nine 

million tons per year or more. The latter aimed to be achieved by transferring knowledge about 

the grinding technology from Boliden to Kevitsa. However, this was the first major acquisition in 

recent years (Gabrielsson interview: 2017-12-02), meaning that Boliden did not have standardized 

processes implemented for transferring knowledge, which could risk valuable knowledge being 

lost or delayed during the transfer (Gabrielsson interview: 2017-12-02). To be able to contribute 

with a broader understanding about what facilitates and challenges the process of knowledge 

transfer, the interviews started by asking all respondents to describe the kind of knowledge that 

has been transferred from Boliden to Kevitsa.  

According to a majority of the respondents, it was the managers at Boliden and Kevitsa who 

jointly decided on what knowledge to transfer during the cross-border M&A. It was argued by the 

respondents that because Boliden and Kevitsa come from diverse backgrounds, they possess 

different kind of knowledge, which according to the respondents were showed in many cases 

when moving forward. Kevitsa possess extensive knowledge about nickel metal work, whereas 

Boliden has more knowledge and competence within mining, mills and grinding technology due 

to many years of experience within the area, according to the respondents. This is further 

explained by one of the respondents: “Kevitsa have gained a lot of technical knowledge from 

Boliden, which have resulted in better end products”. This is in line with the plan of increasing 

the production at Kevitsa that was established by Boliden when the decision of conducting the 

cross-border M&A was made (Boliden, 2016b). The respondents argue that this plan was fulfilled 

due to the transfer of knowledge about the grinding technology from Boliden to Kevitsa. 

After the respondents explained the kind of knowledge that had been transferred, it was important 

to capture how it was transferred, hence the respondents were asked to elaborate on how the 

process of knowledge transfer occurred. They argue, in line with provided case document 
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(Bergman, 2017b), that the process was conducted through three diverse phases: Design-, 

Installation-, and Implementation phase (see figure 2: p.28). The Design phase, was according to 

the respondents between weeks 22-35 (2016), were managers from Boliden and Kevitsa 

conducted a gap analysis through having face-to-face meetings where they introduced their 

techniques to each other to identify possible knowledge needs. The respondents argue that it was 

during this analysis that the managers concluded that Boliden and Kevitsa had diverse technical 

competence due to their different backgrounds. One of the main differences in the technical 

competence is highlighted by one of the respondents: “Boliden has been working with the same 

grinding technology for many, many years. I think that it is one thing that Boliden knows more 

about, and that Boliden has more experience in. Boliden’s competence within the area has been 

shown in many cases […]”. 

The respondents, and the case documents (Bergman, 2017a; 2017b), indicate that the gap analysis 

was the foundation for the Installation phase, which occurred during the weeks 36-44. Within this 

phase, the focus was to plan the development of new routines and processes: plans were being 

developed in regard to the knowledge that needed to be integrated. It is explained by one of the 

respondents as: “During the second phase, we started to prepare how the knowledge was going to 

be transferred. The Installation phase ensured all the knowledge we wanted to transfer”. The 

weeks thereafter (44-50), were according to the respondents labelled as the Implementation phase 

where the main focus was to implement the produced plans but also to develop a plan for the 

continuous work. One respondent stated: “[…] we implemented all the changes and the new way 

of working. Of course, everything could not be done in the Implementation phase, some things 

needed to be done after this phase”. Even though many respondents argue that the process of 

knowledge transfer was conducted during a short period of time, many also mentions that the 

short timeframe was beneficial as it expedited the implementation of the knowledge that needed 

to be implemented. However, one of the respondents mentioned that: “The process is still ongoing, 

it goes on all the time”. This was also observed during the site visit as employees were still actively 

working with questions in regard to the process of knowledge transfer.  

In relation to the knowledge transfer process, the respondents were asked to describe what critical 

events that took place. One critical event that took place in the pre-acquisition phase had 

consequences that influenced the post-acquisition phase. This event is labelled as Kevitsa 

purchase (see figure 2: p.28) because, according to the respondents, the decision of conducting 

the cross-border M&A was taken very quickly. This had an impact on the knowledge transfer 

process as respondents from Kevitsa argue that there was too little time to prepare for the process. 
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One respondent from Kevitsa explains: “Lack of time was the biggest challenge. We did not have 

time to have different phases during the process of knowledge transfer, even though we presented 

different phases on paper, in real life it was not like that; we worked around the clock”. 

Another critical event that occurred throughout the process, and was mentioned by all the 

respondents, was the situation of employee turnover (see figure 2: p.28). This can also be 

confirmed by one of the provided case documents (Bergman, 2017a). Before the conducted cross-

border M&A, Kevitsa had expatriates, employed through the previous company owners, who 

worked on short-term contracts. However, 15 of the 20 expatriates started leaving, prior to the 

expiry of their contracts (illustrated in figure 2: p.28). The reason behind why the expatriates left 

varied: one respondent mentioned that it was due to their inability to understand the ways of 

working and the difficulties in getting to know the organization, whilst other mentions that the 

expatriates left due to communication issues and the differences in the ways of working. It was 

described by the respondents that many of the expatriates had expertise knowledge, so when they 

left, they took some of the knowledge with them. It is explained: “We did not know who was 

going to leave and who would still be here, so there was not a proper process of knowledge transfer 

from Boliden to Kevitsa. As employees left, they took knowledge with them and created a 

knowledge gap”. 

It was also hard to transfer knowledge during the IT-meltdown that was a critical event that 

occurred between week 22 and 26 (see figure 2: p.28). This is mentioned by a respondent but also 

acknowledged in the case document (Bergman, 2017b). The IT-meltdown led to a situation where 

it was harder to transfer knowledge. According to the respondent: “[…] it took a lot of time to 

recover from the IT-meltdown, which slowed down the process of knowledge transfer”. This 

critical event was followed by another, the procurement situation (see figure 2: p.28), which took 

place between week 31-40, where the new organizational structure was presented too late, leading 

to a slow organizational alignment (Bergman, 2017a; 2017b). The respondents argue that it was 

hard to find the right person to talk to, and especially in the beginning when everyone was new. 

At the same time, important employees left the organization throughout the process, creating a 

change of roles, responsibilities and reporting lines. 
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Figure 2: The process of knowledge transfer and the critical events that occurred 

 

4.2 Enabler and constraints of the technological knowledge transfer process 
The enablers and constraints of the knowledge transfer process are presented below from the 

perspectives of Boliden and Kevitsa. 

4.2.1 The perspective of Boliden 

To gain a broader insight on earlier conducted M&As, the respondents of Boliden were asked 

about their previous experiences within the area. The majority of the respondents had been part 

of earlier cross-border M&As that Boliden conducted. There was also a knowledgeable team at 

Boliden that shared the “do’s” and “don’ts” based on their previous experiences. One of the 

respondents explained: “The managers within this process took a greater ownership of their roles 

compared to the first cross-border M&A I was involved in, which made an enormous difference”. 

This is further validated in the case documents (Bergman, 2017a; 2017b). It was beneficial to have 

senior managers, as they possessed a lot of knowledge and experience, which made it possible to 

transfer knowledge in an efficient way, according to all respondents.  

 

Another thing that can facilitated the process of knowledge transfer is the means used to transfer 

knowledge. Therefore, the respondents were asked to elaborate on how the knowledge was sent 

from Boliden to Kevitsa. All respondents mention that there was a big range of how the knowledge 

was transferred: documents, reports, face-to-face meetings, emails, Skype, telephone, and site 

visits. In relation to this, the respondents were also asked how frequent the interaction between 

Boliden and Kevitsa was. In the beginning of the process, the respondents argue, that the 

interaction was more frequent but decreased as the process prolonged. A respondent explains: 
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“The interaction could be every day or every week. But the interaction has become less and less 

now. During the first period I travelled a lot to Kevitsa. Today it is less contact as we have people 

at Kevitsa. At the start we interacted at least once a week, physically once a month or every other 

month, but through email and phone each day”. The interaction in the beginning mainly consisted 

of frequent site visits and face-to-face meetings as it was important to get to know employees at 

Kevitsa and to establish networks so that everyone knew whom to contact when issues occurred. 

It is mentioned by a respondent: “During the process of knowledge transfer I was at Kevitsa every 

second week, so they got to know me after a while. I needed to be on site as it was such a tight 

schedule”. There were also follow-up meetings about every other week during the knowledge 

transfer process. During these meetings, different issues could be reported, handled and given 

extra resources if needed according to another respondent. The same respondent explains that 

he/she went to Kevitsa every other week and spoke to the management team about where they 

were and where they needed to be throughout the process.  

 

When asked about the communication between Boliden and Kevitsa, the respondents mentioned 

that the common language was English. All meetings were held in English, but the educational 

documents that were provided from Boliden were mostly in Finnish. Though, one of the 

respondents from Boliden spoke Finnish, which he/she argued to be helpful when establishing 

new relationships at Kevitsa. It was also argued by another respondent, that most people at Kevitsa 

were well educated and could speak English: “Kevitsa was previously run by a Canadian company 

and had several expatriates from countries and continents such as Australia, United Kingdom, 

South Africa and Africa. So, everyone spoke English, so the language was no issue”. 

  

The respondents were further asked to elaborate on their role as senders of knowledge and 

explains that they were happy to send and share their knowledge. They wanted to transfer 

knowledge and had a good connection with the employees at Kevitsa: “[…] Kevitsa is a business 

unit that needs further development, so I am happy to send any knowledge I can. Kevitsa is now 

a part of the family so of course we want to send knowledge, so we can develop together”. The 

respondents were also asked to share their opinions on how they perceived Kevitsa as receivers 

of knowledge. They argue that it was easy to send knowledge to Kevitsa as they welcomed new 

knowledge and encouraged Boliden to prioritize what knowledge to send due to the limited time 

of conducting the cross-border M&A. Further, Kevitsa was open and willing to receive, use and 

implement knowledge that was sent from Boliden, which a respondent explains: “Kevitsa were 

so overambitious, they learned everything really fast. Kevitsa really wanted to be integrated and 
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were optimistic and went in for the whole run. They did everything in the best possible way, 

really!” According to one of the case documents (Boliden, 2016b), Kevitsa is a young company 

(founded in 2012) and is therefore argued, by some respondents, to lack a “this is how we do it 

here”-mentality, making them eager to learn from Boliden who possess many experienced and 

knowledgeable employees. During the knowledge transfer process, Kevitsa asked many relevant 

questions according to a respondent, hence Boliden explained how they do things, why they are 

done, and in what ways they are conducted. A respondent states: “[…] of course there are things 

that they have to be repeated a couple of times before they feel comfortable as it can be difficult 

the first time, but when it has been done a couple of times, it tends to get easier”. By explaining 

this, Kevitsa gained a better understanding of the process, making them more open and willing to 

receive knowledge. The respondents further argue that Kevitsa was motivated to receive 

knowledge from Boliden due to their shared meaning of Boliden’s position in Finland; it is a well-

recognized company with a great reputation. 

 

In order to gain a better understanding of Boliden and Kevitsa, the respondents were asked to 

describe the characteristics of their respective organizations and how it has developed since the 

cross-border M&A. One of the respondent summaries the common view of all respondents: “We 

have a culture where we want to engage and get better every day. There is one difference in the 

culture of Boliden and Kevitsa; we like to investigate and do studies on how to do things before 

we do it, even though this can take time in some cases, whilst Kevitsa has a previous culture of 

trial and error”. Since the cross-border M&A, Boliden and Kevitsa have been influenced by each 

other's cultures. According to half the respondents, there were some cultural differences on a 

national level: “It is important to acknowledge that there are two different cultures: not only 

between two different organizations, but also between different countries. Finland has another 

culture than Sweden, but I cannot really pinpoint it…! One example is that there are hierarchies 

in Finland compared to Sweden, and in Sweden we have come further when it comes to e.g. having 

feedback meetings with the employees”. One of the respondents explains: “[…] if the manager 

says something, the employees at Boliden will do it and get really involved. The employees at 

Kevitsa have to be told several times. But we are getting to know them and the Finnish culture. 

We are not there yet, but we will probably get there!”. The differences in the Swedish and Finnish 

cultures were also observed during our site visit in Finland. However, the respondents know that 

it takes time to integrate two cultures into one, and they are trying to integrate the routines and 

best practices in the best possible ways. It is argued that the process of knowledge transfer has 
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been a great learning curve for both Boliden and Kevitsa, and one of the respondents mentions: 

“The culture change is still ongoing, and there is no final destination...” 

The respondents were also asked to describe their relationships with the employees at Kevitsa: 

everyone had a positive attitude and felt that their relationships with the employees at Kevitsa are 

really good. This was also confirmed during our site visit. It is argued that one of the key managers 

at Kevitsa knows Boliden’s way of working, which facilitated the process of knowledge transfer 

and the relationships between the units. There is also continuous contact between Boliden and 

Kevitsa as they can talk in a good tone according to a respondent. The relationships between 

Boliden and Kevitsa have been good since the beginning and have not changed during the process. 

4.2.2 The perspective of Kevitsa 

This study also wanted to capture the perspective of Kevitsa, whereof the respondents of Kevitsa 

were given the opportunity to share their experiences from the process of knowledge transfer in 

this cross-border M&A. The respondents were asked to describe how the knowledge was 

transferred from Boliden to Kevitsa. They argue that the transfer has been conducted in different 

ways, and one respondent summaries it as: “[…] it is Skype, email, face to face meetings, 

teleconferences - basically everything that you can think about, we definitely do! We do all the 

traditional ways and we even write letters!” This is a shared perception of all respondents, but 

some also added that other means to transfer the knowledge have been the company intranet and 

monthly- and annual meetings. 

Based on how the knowledge was transferred, the respondents were asked to describe the 

interaction between Boliden and Kevitsa, which all respondents argue have been good. The 

interaction is frequent and occurs on a daily basis, and sometimes they interact several times a 

day. It is explained by one of the respondents: “During the integration you got the chance to meet 

people and gain connections. Once you have the connections it is a lot easier to pick up the phone 

and call and ask how something is to be done. So yes, it became more solid and more frequent. It 

is always difficult to pick up the phone and call someone you do not know compared to calling 

someone you have actually met in person”. However, the site visits from Boliden to Kevitsa have 

decreased compared to the beginning of the process, even though there are more meetings, though 

these are mainly held through e.g. Skype and telephone. Overall, the interaction is argued to be 

easy, and have been since the beginning.  

Based on the interaction, the respondents were asked to further elaborate on the communication 

between Boliden and Kevitsa. The communication is argued to be approximately three-four times 
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a week, and according to the majority of the respondents, the communication has become more 

frequent during the knowledge transfer process. One of the respondents explain: “We 

communicate a lot more now; during the previous owner’s era there was a large focus on cost 

cutting so no one was travelling. Now I am traveling all the time […]. We are going from a model 

with strict hierarchy to a model where we actually are communicating as Boliden's business 

culture builds upon communication […]” However, many argue that the communication was 

challenging, mainly due to language issues, e.g. the majority of the documents and paperwork 

were in Swedish, which made it hard for Kevitsa to understand the content. These language issues 

slowed down the process of knowledge transfer because everything needed to be translated before 

the knowledge could be understood. This also led to miscommunication in some cases. To avoid 

these issues, it was argued by the respondents that it would have eased to have all the material in 

English, or Finnish as not all workers in the field spoke English well. It could also be observed 

during our site visit that many employees were not comfortable speaking English.  

The respondents of Kevitsa were thereafter asked how they perceived Boliden as senders of 

knowledge. The perceptions were somewhat mixed as some argue that Boliden were open and 

willing to send knowledge, whilst others argue that Boliden only sent knowledge that was needed 

on a short-term basis: the knowledge required for long-term planning was not shared as openly. 

It was also mentioned by one of the respondents that: “Boliden sometimes sent too much 

knowledge, I did not have full capacity to fully use it all”. Further, Kevitsa was asked to elaborate 

on their attitude towards receiving knowledge from Boliden and if they had been able to apply 

and retain the received knowledge. Before the knowledge transfer process, some respondents 

believed that the changes due to the new knowledge would be greater than they turned out to be, 

while others argue that it has been a larger change. It is explained by one respondent: “[…] the 

knowledge that Boliden has sent only lead to some minor changes. Most of the job tasks went on 

as before. Maybe a few employees were reluctant to change and receiving new knowledge, but 

that is natural”. The majority argue that they were excited to gain new knowledge, as they needed 

the knowledge. This positive attitude was also observed during the site visit. The respondents 

were further motivated as the previous owner of the Boliden never asked the employees what 

knowledge that was needed. It is described by a respondent as: “[…] you could not have a dialogue 

with your (previous) managers. It was very suffocating; you were just pushed here and there. 

Everything was just done; nothing was communicated. It was like I was a robot. I wanted to quit 

before this cross-border M&A”. 
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To get a better understanding of the organizational characteristics, the respondents were asked to 

describe how it is been prior to the cross-border M&A, but also how it has changed since. The 

majority argue that it has changed significantly due to the previous owners of Kevitsa being 

characterized by another organizational culture compared to the Nordic organizational cultures. 

One of the respondents explains: “The previous owner has operated in countries with a lower 

educational level and where different levels in societies occur. This caused conflicts from both 

sides. I remember thinking that we go to the same shops, our babies go to the same day care and 

we eat at the same restaurant. So, they are not better only because they are ranked higher in the 

organizational chart. But they did not perceive it as that. Now I feel like we work with humans”. 

The new company culture is described as the opposite where everything is documented and where 

communication is the key. This is, according to the respondents, a really good change but at the 

same time it has been very demanding as everything changed and still is changing in a rapid pace. 

Prior to the cross-border M&A, several respondents claim that Kevitsa was a multicultural 

company with many diverse nationalities, quick to change, very flexible, and there were no clear 

work descriptions, rather, everyone were doing a bit of everything. The Boliden way of working 

is different as it builds upon planning and structure according to the respondents, but also in 

accordance with the provided case documents (Bergman, 2017a; 2017b). This means that 

decisions are taken more slowly and that everything is planned in beforehand. One of the 

respondents express is as: “We have become more stable in all kind of ways - less surprises, less 

risky”.  

Lastly, the respondents were asked to elaborate on the relationships to their colleagues at Boliden. 

The majority argue that the relationships are good as they can connect easily with the people 

working there: “We get to see each other, which I think is really important when transferring 

knowledge. After you have met the people at Boliden, it is really easy to contact people when you 

have questions”. Also, one of the managers at Kevitsa had a broad network at Boliden, which 

according to a respondent facilitated when problems arose. However, one respondent mentioned 

that it is too early to state how the relationships are as the relationships have to be further 

developed between Boliden and Kevitsa. Even so, the majority argue that the relationship is really 

good, and one respondent summarize it as: “My relationship to them is perfect! I can talk to 

anyone at any time so there are no problems at all. However, some guys at Boliden are difficult 

to reach and I do not know if it is due to them being very busy or if they do not prioritize us”. 
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5. ANALYSIS 
In this section, the analytical discussion is presented. The analysis is divided into two sections: 

The technological knowledge transfer process where the different phases and critical events are 

analysed, and the second part consist of an analysis of the enablers and constraints of the 

technological knowledge transfer process. The analysis is built upon the theoretical framework 

and the empirical investigation. 

5.1 The technological knowledge transfer process 
The knowledge transfer process that enfolds in the post-acquisition phase of a cross-border M&A 

is a complex and dynamic process, which has been observed in the studied case company. The 

results of this case study indicated that the process of knowledge transfer contains a set of different 

characteristics. Based on our results, we have been able to distinguish different phases. The name 

of the phases does not go in line with Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) presented model. However, 

similarities within the different phases can be identified. The Design phase that has been identified 

in this study can be related to Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) Initiation phase, whereas the ambition of 

the Design phase is to identify gaps and see possible improvement opportunities. This goes in line 

with the presented characteristics for the Initiation phase in Szulanski's (1996; 2000) model. 

Moreover, Szulanski (1996; 2000) argues that the Initiation phase usually is conducted through 

several months of data gathering and valuation. As illustrated in figure 2 (p.28), the Design phase 

was conducted during a timeframe of 14 weeks, approximately three months. This short time 

frame of data gathering, and validation can be explained by Boliden's large interest in Kevitsa, 

hence that the due diligence of Kevitsa was conducted before this phase. It could also be explained 

by the fact that experienced managers from Boliden participated in the knowledge transfer 

process, as they knew what knowledge that needed to be transferred due to their expertise within 

the area. Moreover, within this given timeframe, our results reveal that four critical events 

occurred: Kevitsa purchase, expatriates leaving the organization, IT meltdown and the 

procurement situation, these are illustrated in figure 2 (p.28). However, Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) 

model did not intend to capture any critical events that occurred during his four phases. This could 

be explained by that Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) model is supposed to be a wide theoretical model 

that can be applicable on most organizations and knowledge transfer processes. Hence, our results 

indicate that Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) model only is applicable in large terms as these critical 

events illustrates how different situations influenced the enablers and constraints of the knowledge 

transfer process in both positive and negative relations. Therefore, we see the critical events as 
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crucial explanatory factors of the Design phase and the enablers and constraints that helped to 

facilitate or challenge the knowledge transfer process, which is further analysed under section 5.2. 

 

The results also imply that the second and third phase (see figure 2: p.28): Installation and 

Implementation, have similarities with Szulanski's (1996; 2000) second phase called 

Implementation. The second and third phase identified in the empirical findings indicate that the 

focus in this phase lies on establishing plans of how to transfer the identified knowledge need 

from the Design phase and also to transfer the knowledge. This goes in line with Minbaeva et al. 

(2003) arguments who state that Szulanski's (1996; 2000) Implementation phase comprises all the 

events that leads to the decision to transfer and the actual flow of knowledge from the sender to 

the receiver. The empirical findings demonstrate a length of 14 weeks for both phases in total, 

which is in additional contribution to Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) model. Szulanski’s model did not 

include a time frame, possibly because different types of knowledge and organizations have 

different processes of how the knowledge transfer develops. Our results for example indicates that 

the 14 weeks’ time frame was beneficial to force the transfer of relevant knowledge. As the study 

indicates, that a timeframe longer than that could have facilitated the transfer of irrelevant 

knowledge. Also, a short timeframe has been beneficial in previous cross-border M&As from the 

perspective of Boliden as it motivates employees to engage in the process. Our results also indicate 

that two critical events occurred during the Installation- and Implementation phase: Expatriates 

leaving the organization and the procurement situation, which is illustrated in figure 2 (p.28). 

These events influenced both the identified enablers and constraints of the studied knowledge 

transfer process (this is further elaborated on in section 5.2), which is an angle that further 

contributes to Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) theoretical model.  

  

Lastly, when investigating if Kevitsa has used and retained the transferred knowledge, the results 

indicate that Kevitsa has. Hence, the case company has been found to routinizing the transferred 

knowledge within the organization. This show some similarities with Zucker’s (1977) arguments 

of the last two phases of Szulanski's (1996; 2000) model: Ramp-up and Integration, as both of 

them are characterized by the legitimacy of the new knowledge. However, Szulanski's (1996; 

2000) two last phases do not match our findings to a wide extent. Instead, our results indicate that 

the case company currently is moving between these two phases, as our results do not indicate 

that problems with the new knowledge have emerged nor has the transferred knowledge helped 

the recipient to achieve satisfactory results. This can be explained by the fact that Kevitsa still is 

active within these phases and that the timeframe of the knowledge transfer process has been quite 
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short; Kevitsa have not had enough time to take the transferred knowledge for granted. This 

reflection goes in line with the argument of Rumyantseva et al., (2002) who state that it is essential 

to transfer knowledge in a slow pace as issues can occur otherwise. The results do not show a 

specific timeframe for this period, neither does Szulanski's (1996; 2000) developed model. This 

could be explained by the case company still being active during this phase.   

 

In conclusion, we can imply that the process of knowledge transfer is not as linear as Szulanski's 

(1996; 2000) model implies. Our results have shown that the process of knowledge transfer is 

very complex and dynamic, as it is possible to be active and go back and forth between different 

phases in the process at the same time. This suggests that the different phases overlap and therefore 

it is hard to acknowledge the different phases and where in the phases one is active within. Based 

on this, we see the knowledge transfer process as a process with different characteristics rather 

than different phases with different characteristics. Moreover, Szulanski's (1996; 2000) model 

does not capture a timeframe or any critical events of the knowledge transfer process, which could 

be explained by that different knowledge transfer processes have different time scopes and that 

Szulanski's (1996; 2000) model is supposed to be a generally applicable model, rather than one 

individual model. However, it is important to acknowledge that our findings build upon 

Szulanski’s (1996; 2000) model, but also contribute with additional aspects and diverse 

perspectives on the knowledge transfer process. Consequently, it highlights the complexity of the 

knowledge transfer process. The process gets even more complex when reviewing the different 

enablers and constraints and when they come into play in the knowledge transfer process, which 

is further elaborated on below.  

5.2 The enablers and constraints of the technological knowledge transfer 

process 
Based on our results, it is possible to identify both enablers and constraints that influenced the 

knowledge transfer process within the studied cross-border M&A. According to the results, 

Boliden had employees who possessed knowledge about the grinding technology and had 

experience of transferring knowledge due to involvement in previous M&As. Consequently, 

Knowledgeable employees is identified as an enabler during the knowledge transfer process, in 

line with Szulanski (1996) who argues that knowledge that has been useful previously can be 

easier to transfer. Having knowledgeable employees had a positive influence for Boliden during 

the whole process of knowledge transfer, but most impact in the beginning when important 

decisions in regard to the process were taken. However, Kevitsa does not mention Knowledgeable 
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employees, but we can identify that the knowledgeable employees at Boliden influenced Kevitsa 

in a positive aspect as well. If neither Boliden nor Kevitsa had employees with this type of 

knowledge, it would have been harder to know which course of action to take, when to take it and 

why. Consequently, our results indicate that knowledgeable employees are an enabler from both 

perspectives. It can also be argued that Kevitsa have benefited from having expatriates when 

receiving and implementing knowledge. Kevitsa is a young organization and therefore might lack 

employees with experience within previous cross-border M&As, hence it was good to have 

knowledgeable expatriates. However, the expatriates left throughout the process and took some 

valuable knowledge with them, indicating that the critical event of expatriates who left had an 

impact on the knowledge transfer process. 

 

Another critical event that had an impact on the process of knowledge transfer is the Kevitsa 

purchase. This event occurred in the pre-acquisition phase, however, its consequences had an 

essential influence on the knowledge transfer process in the post-acquisition phase. As the 

decision to purchase Kevitsa and conducting the cross-border M&A was taken rapidly, Kevitsa 

experienced issues in regard to the short timeframe of the knowledge transfer process after the 

integration, making Time elapsed a constraint from the view of Kevitsa. This is in contrast to the 

identified results of Boliden who did not encounter issues in regard to time, which is in accordance 

with Bresman et al. (1999) who argue that time is an enabler during the process. These results can 

possibly be explained by Boliden’s role of sending knowledge, compared to Kevitsa that needed 

time to absorb and retain the knowledge they received, which can be a time-consuming process. 

Boliden had therefore a more active role in the beginning of the process but could be more passive 

towards the end. This might explain why Boliden experienced Time elapsed to be an enabler, in 

comparison to Kevitsa that saw it as a constraint. It is also possible to state that the short timeframe 

pushed employees to actively engage in the knowledge transfer process and to be efficient. Hence, 

if there was a longer timeframe, the process might have resulted in unnecessary knowledge being 

sent. But the short time frame could also have led to an incomplete integration of the sent 

knowledge.  

  

The results indicate that the knowledge from Boliden to Kevitsa was transferred through various 

means, as the knowledge about the grinding technology had attributes of being both tacit and 

explicit. The results show that due to the tacit attributes of the knowledge, site visits and face-to-

face meetings were necessary. This is in line with Hislop (2009) and Jonsson (2012) who argue 

that it is important with personal interaction when transferring tacit knowledge. The knowledge 
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was also sent through other means such as documents and e-mails due to its explicit 

characteristics, which is in line with Surbakti (2015). Based on this, it is possible to state that the 

Articulability of the knowledge was an enabler in this case, which is in accordance with the 

enablers presented by Bresman et al (1999). Szulanski (1996) on the other hand, argues that the 

Characteristics of the knowledge transferred, and more specifically, the causal ambiguity of the 

knowledge, can challenge knowledge transfer and consequently be a constraint in the knowledge 

transfer process. The articulability- and characteristics of the knowledge had an impact during the 

whole knowledge transfer process, but mainly in the middle and the end where the actual transfer 

occurred and when the knowledge was received at Kevitsa. Because the knowledge about the 

grinding technology had attributes of being both explicit and tacit, it was possible to continue the 

process of knowledge transfer even though the process was affected by expatriates who 

continuously left and the IT meltdown that limited the ways of transferring knowledge.  

 

The articulability- and characteristics of the knowledge further had an impact on how the 

interaction between Boliden and Kevitsa was performed. The results show that Interaction was 

an enabler from both the perspective of Boliden and Kevitsa, which is consistent with the 

arguments of Bresman et al. (1999). However, the results differ from the senders- and receivers 

perspective in regard to how much and how frequent the interaction between the two units were. 

The results show that Boliden perceived that the interaction was more frequent in the beginning 

and decreased as the knowledge transfer process proceeded. Kevitsa on the other hand 

experienced the interaction to increase and become more frequent towards the end of the 

knowledge transfer process as the employees have gained a broader network and connections at 

Boliden. One possible explanation for the two diverse perspectives is that Boliden sent knowledge 

regarding the grinding technology, which was then to be understood and implemented by Kevitsa. 

Boliden might therefore perceive the interaction to be more frequent in the beginning as this was 

the period where they sent knowledge. However, Kevitsa might have needed more interaction 

later on in the process when they were to implement and use the received knowledge and where 

possible questions and reflections arose.  

  

Besides the previous mentioned interaction between Boliden and Kevitsa, there was, according to 

the empirical results, a lot of Communication. The communication can be seen as both an enabler 

and a constraint depending on which perspective one applies. From the results based on Boliden, 

the communication is seen as an enabler throughout the process in accordance with Bresman et 

al. (1999). Kevitsa has a contrary perception where they experienced communication issues during 
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the process, especially later on. These issues were mainly rooted in language barriers between 

Boliden and Kevitsa. Boliden being the senders of knowledge might explain why they did not 

perceive language and communication as an issue. Rather, the problems occurred at Kevitsa as 

they had to interpret and try to understand knowledge that sometimes was sent in a language that 

their employees did not comprehend, creating translating issues and leading to 

miscommunication. The employees at higher levels at Kevitsa (e.g. the managers) did not 

encounter language issues, rather it was employees working out in the field that lacked Swedish- 

and English skills. Another explanation, connected to the critical event of expatriates leaving, is 

that Boliden might have communicated well with Kevitsa. However, if the communication was 

between Boliden and the expatriates at Kevitsa, there is a risk that the other employees at Kevitsa 

were not included in this communication, due to the expatriates leaving and taking knowledge 

with them.  

 

According to the results, based on Boliden’s perspective, Boliden sent all needed knowledge to 

the acquiring unit. In the results, it is possible to identify that some of the employees from Kevitsa 

perceived Boliden to be motivated and willing to send knowledge. This makes it possible to 

identify the Characteristics of the sender of knowledge as an enabler during the knowledge 

transfer process. However, Szulanski (1996) argues that it is a constraint due to the sender’s lack 

of motivation and lack of being reliable. Though, not all employees at Kevitsa argued that Boliden 

was fully reliable because Boliden sometime withheld knowledge that was required and other 

times they sent knowledge that was not useful to Kevitsa. Boliden was, based on the results, happy 

and willing to send knowledge, as it wanted to include the new unit into the organization. It is 

possible though that the knowledge was not further shared with all employees at Kevitsa, 

explaining why the empirical results show their perception of not gaining all needed knowledge. 

In the same way, Kevitsa was happy, open and willing to receive knowledge from Boliden. 

Thereof the Characteristics of the recipient of knowledge can be seen as an enabler in this 

knowledge transfer process. Szulanski (1996) argues that lack of motivation, absorptive capacity 

and retentive capacity together constitute the Characteristics of the recipient of knowledge as a 

constraint during the process of knowledge transfer. In our case, Kevitsa was not able to absorb 

all knowledge that was sent, as a lot of knowledge was sent during a short period of time, making 

this specific part a constraint, especially later in the process. Further, based on the empirical 

findings, it is possible to state that Kevitsa has retained the sent knowledge. 
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When analysing the results, it is possible to state that the results show that there were good 

relationships between the colleagues at Boliden and Kevitsa throughout the whole process of 

knowledge transfer. The relationship between the sender and receiver is a part of the constraint 

labelled Characteristics of the context according to Ko et al. (2005) and Szulanski (1996); hence 

the results of this study show that it can also be an enabler. Kevitsa had relationships to colleagues 

at Boliden that became better and better with time as they got to know more people during the 

process. The new organizational culture that occurred due to the cross-border M&A was also, 

according to the results of Kevitsa, an enabler for the process of knowledge transfer. This study 

shows that it can be an enabler, and not always a constraint, as Szulanski (1996) argues that 

organizational culture is a part of the constraint Characteristics of the context. However, in line 

with Szulanski (1996), the respondents at Boliden received the organizational culture and the 

organizational behaviour to be seen as a constraint. This as Boliden is used to an organizational 

culture where employees immediately do what they are told, and where employees are used to 

take own initiatives, whilst the employees at Kevitsa were used to closer monitoring from its 

previous owners. Boliden wanted Kevitsa to adapt to the current organizational context, whilst 

Kevitsa was more prepared for their organizational culture to change in conjunction with the 

cross-border M&A, and hence, therefore they were more open to a new organizational context. 

Kevitsa being open can be explained by the new organizational culture being more familiar as the 

Boliden culture is closer to the Finnish organizational culture, compared to the Canadian 

organizational culture. This can be further connected to the critical event of the procurement 

situation where some of the employees perceived the organizational structure to be unclear. 

Another explanation is that Kevitsa was previously owned by a Canadian organization that had a 

culture that is quite different compared to the characteristics of typical Finnish- and Swedish 

organizations. Hence, Kevitsa might perceived the Canadian organizational culture to be more 

challenging to adjust to and accept, in comparison to the culture at Boliden that is strongly 

influenced by the attributes of a Swedish organization. If Kevitsa were previously owned by an 

organization with similar attributes as those of Finnish organizations, they would not perceive the 

organizational characteristics of Boliden as positively. Further, the countries Sweden and Finland 

are located close in terms of distance, which probably facilitated the interaction between the two 

units, and making it possible to integrate the two company cultures easier.  

 

Another enabler that is argued, by Bresman et al. (1999) to have an impact on the knowledge 

transfer process is Size of unit. This factor could not be identified in the results of the study, 

making it impossible to confirm or deny. It is possible that it did not have an influence of the 
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knowledge transfer process of the study, explaining why the respondents did not mention it. It 

was identified in our results, that the youth of the acquiring unit facilitated the whole process, as 

the employees were open and very eager to learn and absorb new knowledge. 

 

To summarize our analysis, a model (see figure 3: p.42) has been developed. The results of this 

study show that there are different enablers and constraints that influence the process of 

knowledge transfer within the post-acquisition phase. Even though it is possible to identify the 

diverse phases mentioned in Szulanski’s (1996) theory, it is not as easy to separate them in reality 

as they overlap throughout the process. Therefore, we choose to update the previous model (see 

figure 1: p.15) without distinguishing the different phases. Moreover, the updated model 

illustrates the identified enablers: Interaction, Characteristics of the knowledge transferred, 

Characteristics of the receiver, Knowledgeable employees, Characteristics of the context, 

Articulability of knowledge, Communication and Characteristics of the sender of knowledge. 

These enablers are argued to have an impact on the knowledge transfer process as they in different 

ways facilitated the transfer of knowledge from Boliden to Kevitsa. We have further put 

Characteristics of the receiver and Characteristics of the sender in boxes to illustrate their specific 

influence within the knowledge transfer process. This is further elaborated on under section 5.3. 

The constraints that have been identified to challenge the process of knowledge transfer are: Time 

elapsed, Communication and the Characteristics of the context (see figure 3: p.42). However, 

depending on which perspective, Boliden or Kevitsa, that is applied, there are sometimes diverse 

enablers and constraints. To clarify which perspective that is argued for, each enabler and 

constraint is marked with B (Boliden) or K (Kevitsa). The enablers and constraints have proven 

to have an influence during the whole process, even though some have more or less influence in 

certain parts of the process.  
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Figure 3: Updated model based on analysis 

 

5.3 What contributed to the success of this technological knowledge transfer 

process? 
Even though many cross-border M&As fail due to their lack of efficient knowledge transfer 

processes, the studied case was able to overcome its challenges, despite its lack of an identified 

efficient system of knowledge transfer prior to the cross-border M&A. Hence, regardless of the 

rapid start of the knowledge transfer process after the integration of the two companies, the 

process of knowledge transfer occurred smoothly. This can be explained by our results that show 

that both the sender and receiver had characteristics of being open and motivated to share- 

respectively receive knowledge. Kevitsa was not resistant to gain new knowledge, as they needed 

it and had a positive attitude towards the Boliden way of working. Viewed from the other 

perspective, Boliden was happy to transfer knowledge as they wanted to include Kevitsa to the 

Boliden organization. Therefore, the characteristics of the sender and the receiver are argued to 

be the main enablers that contributed to the success of the knowledge transfer process. Without 

these two enablers, it would have been harder to accomplish a successful process of knowledge 

transfer as it builds on having both a sender and receiver that have a positive mind-set. Moreover, 

there are a large number of enablers in comparison to the identified constraints, which 
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consequently facilitated the technical knowledge transfer process. It has for example been 

identified that the structure and planning of the knowledge transfer process been successful due 

to Boliden’s past experiences within cross-border M&As, as the great majority that were involved 

were experienced. Moreover, it is shown, that Kevitsa had great ownership on their part of the 

process which also facilitated. The interaction between Boliden and Kevitsa throughout the 

process, made it possible to exchange uncertainties. Furthermore, the technical knowledge had 

characteristics of being both tacit and explicit, making it possible to transfer in an efficient 

manner, despite critical events that occurred and influenced the ability to transfer knowledge. 

Based on the above, it is possible to conclude that the Boliden - Kevitsa case was a successful 

technological knowledge transfer process seen from both perspectives.  
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this section, the most important conclusion that emerged from the analysis will be presented to 

fulfil the aim of the study and to answer its research question. Furthermore, the study’s practical-

, theoretical and methodological contributions are provided. Thereafter, some limitations to the 

study and recommendations for further studies within the area of this study. 

6.1 How the enablers and constraints influence the technological knowledge 

transfer process during the post-acquisition phase 
In the fast-changing business world, there is a high rate of cross-border M&As, though a majority 

of these are unsuccessful. However, cross-border M&As are important as the most critical 

resource in today's globalization is knowledge. Consequently, many organizations choose to 

perform cross-border M&As despite its uncertainties, as it is a fast growth strategy that allows 

instant access to knowledge. Therefore, the aim of this study was to gain a broader understanding 

of the technological knowledge transfer process in a cross-border M&A. The aim was fulfilled 

through a qualitative single case study that allowed us to answer our research question: “How 

does the enablers and constraints influence the technological knowledge transfer process during 

the post-acquisition phase?” The study’s conclusion, will be presented below. 

 

The conclusion of this study is that the technological knowledge transfer process is complex and 

dynamic and not as linear as theory implies. It is difficult to distinguish different phases in the 

process as they overlap with each other. However, even though it is possible to identify the 

characteristics of the different phases presented in theory, these phases are not completely 

separated in reality. The technological knowledge transfer process is influenced by critical events 

that occurs during- but also prior to the post-acquisition phase. These events in turn influence 

enablers and constraints that appear during the process, which either facilitate or challenge the 

process. The enablers and constraints can be viewed differently depending on what perspective 

that is applied: the one of the sender- or receiver of the knowledge. However, the two perspectives 

also have similarities in regard to enablers and constraints. Consequently, an organization that is 

not aware of how to handle the identified enablers and constraints, and that does not take its 

surroundings into consideration, may have a higher risk of an unsuccessful cross-border M&A; 

the technological knowledge transfer process is not as simple as it might appear. An awareness of 

the identified enablers and constraints from the two perspectives can lead to a successful 

technological knowledge transfer process.  
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6.2 Practical-, theoretical- and methodological contribution  
This study leaves a practical contribution to traditional companies as it gives insight in the 

technological knowledge transfer process by viewing the perspective of the sender- and receiver 

separately. Hence, by identifying different enablers and constraints that may influence the process, 

as current literature (e.g. Ahammad et al., 2016; Aklamanu et al., 2015; Bauer et al., 2016; Pablo 

& Javidan, 2009; Shimizu, 2004; Westphal & Shaw, 2005; Yahiaoui et al., 2016) argue that it is 

lacking. By this contribution, this study hopes to decrease the high volume of unsuccessful cross-

border M&As.  

 

This study also leaves a theoretical contribution by confirming that the technological knowledge 

transfer process is complex and dynamic. Hence, it acknowledges that the process is not linear 

and that it is influenced by critical events, which in turn affect the enablers and constraints 

identified in the process. There is a limited amount of studies that focus on the technological 

knowledge transfer process and how it is influenced by these aspects. Therefore, this study 

contributes to theory as it gives a broader understanding of how the enablers and constraints 

influence the technological knowledge transfer process during the post-acquisition phase. Further, 

by having two diverse perspectives, the study also contributes with a methodological contribution 

as it enhances the understanding of the technical knowledge transfer process.  

6.3 Limitations 
Even though this study tried to ensure its quality, there were some limitations that should be 

considered. One limitation is that the respondents were mediated from our contact person Håkan 

Gabrielsson who possesses a management role at Boliden. The respondents might have felt 

obligated to answer in certain manners during the interviews due the awareness at the management 

level of who was being interviewed. This can also be an explaining factor for the positive results; 

both Boliden and Kevitsa had a very positive experience overall of the technological knowledge 

transfer process. Though, the respondents might not have shared their potentially negative 

experiences from the cross-border M&A as openly due to them being uncomfortable; even though 

they were anonymous during the interviews, the managers know which employees that 

participated in this study. Further, if another knowledge transfer process had been investigated, 

our results would most likely show another outcome.  
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6.4 Further recommended studies 
This study acknowledges important enablers and constraints in a cross-border M&A that influence 

the technological knowledge transfer process during the post-acquisition phase. The earlier 

studies within this area have focused on high-technological industries and on cultural differences 

within the post-acquisition phase, whereas issues such as knowledge transfer are less researched. 

Therefore, this study has given us a broader understanding on the technological knowledge 

transfer process as it included more factors than earlier studies have. However, we did not 

investigate the technological knowledge transfer process from the perspective of the employees 

working below the managers, from both Boliden and Kevitsa. The employees that work out in the 

field can acknowledge other enablers and constraints, therefore, it would be interesting to 

investigate to see how the process of technological knowledge transfer is viewed from different 

levels within the organization. It would also be interesting to observe the whole technological 

knowledge transfer process whilst it emerges.  

 

As our results indicate that language was an issue for the receivers, whilst differences in 

organizational culture was an issue for senders it would also be interesting to acknowledge the 

technological knowledge transfer in countries located further apart compared to Sweden and 

Finland. Hence, it would be further interesting to investigate an acquired unit that prior to the 

cross-border M&A had local owners, rather than international ones as those can impact the 

organizational culture differently. Another suggestion for future research is to investigate a case 

company that is further ahead in the technological knowledge transfer process. This to see if there 

are any enablers and constraints that occur later on in the process. Hence, further studies could 

also investigate different types of knowledge transfer processes, as they may be different 

depending in the knowledge that is being transferred. 
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Appendix 1: Interview guide Boliden 

Background questions 

•   Can we audio-record this interview? 

•   How long have you been working here? 

•   What position do you have? 

- Which are your daily duties/tasks?  

•   What role did you have during the Boliden- Kevitsa integration? 

•   Please describe the integration of the two companies and how the integration has 

developed since the beginning.  

1.   Please describe the kind of knowledge that is transferred from Boliden to Kevitsa. 

- How was the knowledge need identified? 

- How many employees possess this knowledge? 

- How have the knowledge been transferred? 

- How often do you interact? 

- How has the interaction influenced the knowledge transfer? 

- How was the interaction in the beginning of the transfer and how has it developed 

since? 

- How has the knowledge been used? 

2.   Please describe which critical events you have encountered when sending 

knowledge to Kevitsa. 

- On a timeline, where and why do you argue that each critical event occurred? 

- Which challenges have you experienced during this time? How has it been 

challenging?  

3.   Please describe the communication between Boliden and Kevitsa. 

- How often do you communicate with Kevitsa?  

- How was the communication in the beginning of the transfer and how has it developed 

since? 

- How has the communication influenced the knowledge transfer? 

4.   In previous acquisitions, what type of knowledge has been transferred? Explain. 

- If the same knowledge has been transferred before, how has the transfer differed? 
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5.   Please describe how you feel about sending knowledge to Kevitsa. Why? 

- How does Boliden encourage you to send knowledge? 

- How would you describe the characteristics of the sender of knowledge? 

6.   Please describe how Kevitsa feel about receiving knowledge from Boliden. Why?  

- How do you perceive that Kevitsa can apply and retain the transferred knowledge? 

7.   Please describe the organizational characteristics of Boliden.  

- How would you describe the organizational culture at Kevitsa? 

- After integrating the two companies, how has the organizational culture changed?  

- How would you describe your relationship with your colleagues at Kevitsa? 
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Appendix 2: Interview guide Kevitsa 

Background questions 

•   Can we audio-record this interview? 

•   How long have you been working here? 

•   What position do you have? 

- Which are your daily duties/tasks?  

•   What role did you have during the Boliden- Kevitsa integration? 

•   Please describe the integration of the two companies and how the integration has 

developed since the beginning.  

1.   Please describe the kind of knowledge that is transferred from Boliden to Kevitsa. 

- How was the knowledge need identified? 

- How many employees possess this knowledge? 

- How have the knowledge been transferred? 

- How often do you interact? 

- How has the interaction influenced the knowledge transfer? 

- How was the interaction in the beginning of the transfer and how has it developed 

since? 

- How has the knowledge been used? 

2.   Please describe which critical events you have encountered when receiving 

knowledge from Boliden. 

- On a timeline, where and why do you argue that each critical event occurred? 

- Which challenges have you experienced during this time? How has it been 

challenging?  

3.   Please describe the communication between Boliden and Kevitsa. 

- How often do you communicate with Boliden?  

- How was the communication in the beginning of the transfer and how has it developed 

since? 

- How has the communication influenced the knowledge transfer? 

4.   Please describe how it has been to implement the received knowledge at Kevitsa.  

5.   Please describe how you think Boliden feel about sending knowledge to Kevitsa. 

Why?   

- How would you describe the characteristics of the sender of knowledge? 
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6.   Please describe how you feel about receiving knowledge from Boliden. Why?  

- How does Kevitsa encourage you to receive knowledge?  

- How do you perceive that Kevitsa can apply and retain the transferred knowledge? 

7.   Please describe the organizational characteristics of Kevitsa.  

- How would you describe the organizational culture at Boliden?  

- After integrating the two companies, how has the organizational culture changed?  

- How would you describe your relationship with your colleagues at Boliden?   
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Appendix 3: Illustration of operationalization (Boliden) 

Main questions Sub questions   Literature  

1: Please describe the kind of 
knowledge that is transferred from 
Boliden to Kevitsa. 

How was the knowledge need identified? 
How many employees possess this 
knowledge?   
How have the knowledge been transferred? 
How often do you interact? 
How has the interaction influenced the 
knowledge transfer? 
How was the interaction in the beginning of 
the transfer and how has it developed since? 
How has the knowledge been used? 

Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Bresman et al., 
1999; Empson, 2001; Harzing and 
Feely, 2008; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 
1991; Murray & Chao, 2005; 
Szulanski, 1996; 2000 
 
 
 
 

2: Please describe which critical 
events that you have encountered 
when sending knowledge to Kevitsa. 

On a timeline, where and why do you argue 
that each critical event occurred? 
Which challenges have you experienced 
during this time? How has it been 
challenging?  

Bresman et al., 1999; Buono & 
Bowditch, 1989; Haspeslagh & 
Jemison, 1991 

 

3: Please describe the communication 
between Boliden and Kevitsa. 
 
 
 

How often do you communicate with 
Kevitsa?  
How was the communication in the beginning 
of the transfer and how has it developed 
since? 
How has the communication influenced the 
knowledge transfer? 

Bresman et al., 1999; Buono & 
Bowditch, 1989; Harzing & Feely, 
2008; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991; 
Kogut & Zander, 1992 
 

 

4: In previous acquisitions what type 
of knowledge has been transferred? 
Explain. 
 
 

If the same knowledge has been transferred 
before, how has the transfer differed? 

Bresman et al.,1999; Murray and Chao, 
2005; Szulanski, 1996 

5: Please describe how you feel about 
sending knowledge to Kevitsa. Why? 

How does Boliden encourage you to send 
knowledge? 
How would you describe the characteristics of 
the sender of knowledge? 

Bresman et al.,1999; Kalling, 2003; 
Reus, 2012; Szulanski, 1996; Yahiaoui 
et al., 2016 

6: Please describe how Kevitsa feel 
about receiving knowledge from 
Boliden. Why? 

How do you perceive that Kevitsa can apply 
and retain the transferred knowledge? 

Chew et al., 1991; Gupta & 
Govindarajan, 2000; Murray and Chao, 
2005; Szulanski, 1996; Zaltman et al., 
1973 

7: Please describe the organizational 
characteristics of Boliden. 

How would you describe the organizational 
culture at Kevitsa? 
After integrating the two companies, how has 
the organizational culture changed?  
How would you describe your relationship 
with your colleagues at Kevitsa? 

Bresman et al., 1999; Castrol-Casal & 
Neira-Fontela, 2005; Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998a; Ghoshal and Bartlett, 
1994; Ko et al., 2015; Nonaka, 1994; 
Szulanski, 1996; Van Wijk et al., 2008; 
Yahiaoui et al., 2016 
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Appendix 4: Illustration of operationalisation (Kevitsa) 

Main questions Sub questions   Literature  

1: Please describe the kind of 
knowledge that is transferred from 
Boliden to Kevitsa. 

How was the knowledge need identified? 
How many employees possess this 
knowledge?   
How have the knowledge been transferred? 
How often do you interact? 
How has the interaction influenced the 
knowledge transfer? 
How was the interaction in the beginning of 
the transfer and how has it developed since? 
How has the knowledge been used? 

Ahuja & Katila, 2001; Bresman et al., 
1999; Empson, 2001; Harzing & Feely, 
2008; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991; 
Murray & Chao, 2005; Szulanski, 
1996; Szulanski, 2000 

2: Please describe which critical 
events you have encountered when 
receiving knowledge from Boliden. 

On a timeline, where and why do you argue 
that each critical event occurred? 
Which challenges have you experienced 
during this time? How has it been 
challenging?  

 

Bresman et al., 1999; Buono & 
Bowditch, 1989; Haspeslagh & 
Jemison, 1991 

3: Please describe the communication 
between Boliden and Kevitsa.  

How often do you communicate with 
Boliden?  
How was the communication in the beginning 
of the transfer and how has it developed 
since? 
How has the communication influenced the 
knowledge transfer? 

Bresman et al., 1999; Buono & 
Bowditch, 1989; Harzing & Feely, 
2008; Haspeslagh & Jemison, 1991; 
Kogut & Zander, 1992 

4: Please describe how it is been to 
implement the received knowledge at 
Kevitsa. 

 Chew et al, 1991; Rice & Rogers, 
1980; Szulanski, 1996; Szulanski, 
2000, Zucker, 1977 

5: Please describe how you think 
Boliden feel about sending knowledge 
to Kevitsa. Why? 

How would you describe the characteristics of 
the sender of knowledge? 

 

Bresman et al. 1999; Kalling, 2003; 
Reus, 2012; Szulanski, 1996; Yahiaoui 
et al., 2016 

6: Please describe how you feel about 
receiving knowledge from Boliden. 
Why?  

How does Kevitsa encourage you to receive 
knowledge? 
How do you perceive that Kevitsa can apply 
and retain the transferred knowledge?  

Chew et al, 1991; Gupta & 
Govindarajan, 2000; Murray & Chao, 
2005; Szulanski, 1996; Zaltman et al., 
1973 

7: Please describe the organizational 
characteristics of Kevitsa.  

How would you describe the organizational 
culture at Boliden?  
After integrating the two companies, how has 
the organizational culture changed? 
How would you describe your relationship 
with your colleagues at Boliden?  

Bresman et al., 1999; Castrol-Casal & 
Neira-Fontela, 2005; Davenport & 
Prusak, 1998a; Ghoshal and Bartlett, 
1994; Ko et al. 2015; Nonaka, 1994; 
Szulanski, 1996; Van Wijk et al., 2008; 
Yahiaoui et al., 2016 
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Appendix 5:  Interview pre-email 

Hello X, 

Hope you had a nice morning! 

We would like to thank you for taking the time for this interview. We really appreciate it. 

Before the interview on the X, we will review these areas (all linked to the knowledge transfer between 

Boliden and Kevitsa): 

•   The type of knowledge transferred from Boliden to the acquired unit 

•   Critical events that occurred during knowledge transfer and when this occurred (please bring 

paper and pencil) 

•   Boliden and Kevitsa’s organizational culture (characteristics) 

•   Communication 

•   Interaction 

•   Previous acquisition 

Finally, all interviews will be held in English as it is the common language within both units. We hope 

you feel comfortable with this, if not please notify us.   

If you have any further questions, please feel free to contact us on this e-mail. 

We wish you a nice day! 

With Kind Regards,  

Ida & Maninder 


